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IHTBODUC'! ION
The stlldy of THE GOTHIO EloEMENTS IN AMERIOAN PERIODIOALS FROM
1800-1850,

WI~

ESPEOIAL REFERENCE TO THE LADY BOOKS has two purposes.

The first of these is to trace the development of the Gothic strain in
the short stories to find whether there is a typically American short
story form of fiction between the years 1800 to 1850.

The years between

1800 and 1850 were chosen for this stady, because 1800 was early enough

to encompass the English Gothic School in its last phases, and becallse
1850 was late enough to include the Lady Book era and some of the colortal

stories of Edgar Allan Poe.
The select bibliography compiled by the writer of this thesis
is a unique contriblltion to the bibliographies of American periodical
literature in the unchartered region of early American magazine studies.
The Newberry Library of Chicago supplie4 the magazines from
which this bibliographical list was compiled;
cals were

I1Sed.

one hundred forty periodi-

The magazines the writer used were not catalogu.ed by

POOLE'S INDEX nor by the NEW YORK UNIVERSITY LIBRARY INDEX.

Both indexes

are the best known guides to this vast unchartered magazine field.
The greatest of the Lady Books--Godey's was omitted for two
reasons.

First, becallse it does not fall within the dates of the compiled

bibliography, and second, because the majority of the tale8 in the magazine
were not of sufficient Gothic merit to make the breaking of the

1

2

bibliography worth-while.

However, one hundred and forty magazine. were

found which had many Gothic tales, which made the omission of Godey's
insignificant for the purposes of this study.
Beca~se

of the complicated jungle of Lady Book

literat~re,

the

title. of many magazines were re-named in the period under consideration.
Grahams Lady's

~

variety, bat a

care~l

Gentleman's Magazine may be one of this fugitive
re-check with the two standard bibliography indexes

does not listGrahams with the title Lady's, bat rather under the title
American Monthly Magazine.
The story behind this thesis is the story of the bitter
of talented American writer. who
of

val~es

in an America where the

development of American
b~t

.t~ggled

Literat~re

~lgar

was a

st~gle

to maintain an artistic sense

reader's only concession to the
s~bscription

oheck to a cheap

decorated Lady Book.
In this miliea of literary poverty it is not strange that Edgar

Allan Poe died in debt;

Hawthorne retreated from the mob;

modestly signed himself WN.

and Whitman

The stories behind their lives, and that of

every writer of major importance in American
in terms of the American magazine,

beca~se

Literat~re m~st

American

be interpreted

Literat~re

was magazine

literat~re.

The Gothio short story has been held in dlsrepate sinoe the
oheap horror thrillers were shipped to this
that year.

co~try in

1802 and even before

England shared in the ignoble defeat of American

from 1800 to 1850, bat so

powerf~l

Literat~re

was the attraction of this renegade

3
fo~

ot literature that hardly an American poet, short story writer, or

novelist in the period considered was not aware of ita selling ability.
Charles Brocden Brown, America's first novelist, in Wieland tried to
ridicule the Gothic tale out of fashion in America, but America loved the
cheap tales.
Gothic

vo~e

Writers, editors, and publishers all made money from the
and its influence on American Literature in the LAdy Books is

a study that should bring a renewed interest in early Americana.

Chapter I
TEB GOTHIC TALES
Over a
nineteenth

cent~ry

cent~ry

and a half before the Lady Book era in mid-

American periodical

literat~re,

o~r

forefather •

••• io lighten up their dreary
in the wi1derness ••• tried
to interest the children of the forest
in the peculiar ideas and traditioJ18
whieh they br~ht with them in the
form of legends and literature. l
sojo~rn

The remark made by the critic regarding cheerful

liter&t~re

at

this time was probably true:
••• the word NOVEL was a charm
to conjure up evil imaginings with,
and the fathers of Bew Bngland (would)
.tart~ •• back and turn ••• pale at the
sound
for there was little in those bleak days to suggest what was to come in
the 1830·s when
••• scarcely a window 8eat or work
table ••• was not occ~pied by 3 or 4 of
those dapper volumes that the eye
recognized in a moment for the offspring of the novel writing muse. 3

-1.

Sam~el Briggs, "The Origin and Development of the Almanack in
America," Western Re.erve and Northern Ohio Historical Sooiety,
Tract No. 69, (January 12,-rB87), p. 4~
2.~ove1s and Novel Beading," The Ladie8 Magazine and Album, Vol. X,
(1848), p. 147.
3. Ibid.

-

4

5

The only torm of
communities was almanac
Pilgrims.
the tirst

literat~re in

llterat~e,

the New England witchcratt

tor almanacs were

~set~

for agrarian

The first of these almanacs was called "an Almanac" and was
p~blication

ot the tirst printing press in America which was

established at Harvard College in 1632.'
In 1726, exactly one
Lady Books in American

l1terat~re,

Massach~sett8, meas~ed ~he
~Almanack

h~dred

years before the start of the

Dr. Nathaniel Ames of Dedham,

taste of Americans in the Astronomical Diary

which circulated in sixty

tho~and

New England homes where

The Bible was a laxury.5 Before many years had passed Ames' hodgepodge became
••• an annual cyclopedia of
intormation, ot am~sement, a vehicle
tor the conveyance to the p~blic ot
all sorts ot knowledge and nonsense
in prose and Ter.e •• ~sparkling with
brevity and variety.
When the

Imprimat~r

censorship was removed by the English

Governor, there was a rush in print, and almanac

man~fact~rers

increased

and .~ltiplied throughout the land.'

Soon after the freedom of the press was

as.~ed

there was a

n~rry

ot "Poor Almanacs" which were climaxed by the monarch ot all the

Zodiao

literat~re--Benjamin

4.
5.
6.
.,.

Franklin's

~

Richardts Almanac,

Ibid., p. 466.
Briggs q~oting Tyler in The History ot American
Briggs, Ibid., p. 473 •
Ibid., P:T6'9.

Literat~re,

first

p. 4730

6

publi.hed in 1733 and continued until as late as 1767.

8

About torty more almanacs were published after

~

Richard, but

their popularity decreased with the march ot the American empire westward,
amd after 1800 they were almost totally eclip.ed by the tlood ot literature

ot other cla.ses,9 namely Lady Book literature.
The part England played dllring the fomiathe stages of the
development ot American Literatllre w&••tated by the editor ot

..!!.!

North

American Magazine:
••• the press of the United states,
like the people, take. it. torm from
the press ot England, and bec&u.se the
latter teems with inert masses of shapeles8 corrllption, in the torm ot obscene
novels, or romances ot trillmphant villany,
on the one hand, and of frothy and
tanatical tracts on the other; so must we,
hllmble imitators ot infallible England,
deal in the same trash, and dell1g8 the
land with reprint. of imported ~o,
bec&ll.se they happen to be all the rage,
three thollsand miles abroad. 10
11
With American taste intlamed by the 1820 "pocketbooks" that
ahe dllmped on the American market, England inspired

~

Atlantic Souvenir

Year's Ottering which in 1826 began the "age ot annl1&ls" in
12
American Literatllre.
This pioneer Lady Book was a high-grade periodical

~.!!!

8.
9.

10.

Ibid., p. 469.

"ibid., p. 476.

"The Patrone of American Llteratllre,"" ~ North American Magazine,
Vol. II, (October, 1933), p. 317.
11. Frederick W. Faxon, Annl1&ls !:!'!! ~ Books, American !:!!! Engli.h:
! Bibliography, Vol. V, Io. 4, IntrodllCtion.
12. Fred Lewi. Pattee, The First Centllrl ot American Literatllre
1770-1870, p. 380. -

7

that extracted tears from

fo~r tho~sand

Americans, and twelve dollars an

iss~e13 in an age when Sensibility was the vogue.
Soon after many American and British-American
pio~sly

concerned with

literat~re

that

p~blishers

became

wo~d

••• interest the imagination
and improve the mind, witho~t
perverting the one or corr~pting
the other,l4
so the

ann~als

degenerated into the "gift-book" variety.

Craftsmanship was neglected in the mad
gifts for almost every member of the
stable-boy,

b~tcher's

~onable

~sh

to provide holiday

world, and almost every

apprentice, and strawberry girl in Amerioa wanted

to be a munificent patron of "cheap

literat~e",

15

Mary Anne s~pplied herself
clandestinely with a great many
cheap books ; and was, at the
age of fifteen, far deeper in The
Mlsteries of Udolpho and The Romance
of the BlaCk rorest thanl~

-----=. . . . . . . .; . ;.
was her mother.

It was a period of literary "laissez faire." and. the oritics of
.American Literatl1re called the sentimental ranances in the Lady Books
rubbish. l7 mental pOison. 18 lmmoral;19

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

and indeed. they aocused them of

Ibid.
The Young.American'. !agazine, (Jan~ry, 1847), p. 66.
"! Panegyrio," The Columbian L!dl's and Gentleman's Magazine, Vol. VI,
(Bovember, l846),p. 213.
~ry Anne's Hair/! London Love Tale," Littell's Living!i!, (Maroh,
1846), p. 743.
nOt Hovels and Romanoes," The Balanoe, Vol. II, (1803), p. 284.
"Light Literature," The Ch~tian Family Ann~al, Vol. 111,(1842), p.14.
"Books in the Family Circle," The American Literary !ag&sine, Vol. III,
(1848), p. 8.
-

8

being the C~8e ot the rain ot the nation. 20

The statt in those Lady Books

was disgasttng, degrading: it was "ostrich tood ••• incapable ot digea21
tion,"
bat to~teen million Americans ate the toodl
It the titles of those gitt-books failed to attract the reader
(and there was no reason why they shoald fail, tor the names were sach as
would delight any blindfolded Botanist trom Maine to Florida and the backlands:

!!!!. Dahlia,

~!2.!.!.!2.!!.,

!!!!. Blacinth, !!!!. Lily, .!'!!!. !agnolia)

the publishers would improvise on the already ornate Lady Books by covering them with strips of leather, by draping them with silk, or by inlaying
the covers with mother-ot-pearl.
Without benetit ot conscience or copyright law, publishers
stooped to the lowest torm of plagiarism to meet deadlines.
parts of articles or whole articles from each other;
names on articles;

They stole

they cha.n8ed the

they inserted a poem on the front page ot the stolen

Lady Book and renamed the articles.

If really desperate, and tew

publishers in that age were not inclined to be desperate, they woald rebaptize the complete book of the original publisher.

There was no

practice ot fiendish intent that was not indulged in by every corrupt
publisher who was strong enoQgh to hold pen or ritle, for otten they woald
pirate a complete book and sabstitute their own names ander the real

20.
21.
22.

"Light Literature," The Ladies Wreathe, Vol. XIX, (1848-49), p. 185.
":Romance Reading," The Borth American !agazine, (September, 1834),
p. 323.
"Posthamoas Patronage," The Borth American Quarterly Magaz ine, Vol. V,
(1835), p. 339.
----

9

pablisher's name which they clamsily obliterated.
With a race of female soribblers already trained by Mrs. Hale,
editor of the most famoas of the Lady Books Godey's Lady's
~azine,

~

Gentleman's

the greatest names in Amerioan Literatare soon appeared, sach as

Hawthorne, Irving, Poe, Emerson, Longfellow, Bryant, Whittier, Lowell,
Holmes, Presoott, and even the ohampion of them all, Whitman, contribated
artioles to the market whioh Godey's opened for native American talent.
It is a sad oommentary on American literary taste to find in some of those
cheap magazines of sentimental tWaddlings 23 this embryo groap of the
greatest writers ot American Litera.tllre; bllt the Lady Books were the only
means of pilblication at a time when ED8iand brow-beat America's writers,
and at a time when American critics trowned at the attempts to prodace an
independent literatare.
Another service which Mrs. Hale, Goda,'s editor, did for American
periodical literatllre was the changing ot the complete pabl1shing policies
of Godey's, and futare periodicals which followed Godey's example. 24
Having geared Godey's for feminine destinations by making the magazine a
hoas.hold necessity, Mrs. Hale then issaed Godey's !!6azine monthly
instead of annaally.

Soon it was a national institlltionj25 a history ot

American taste, manners, and costamery.

23.
24.
26.

Pat:tae,.QR..!!!:", p. 287.
IbId., p. 393.

~af!tee, Op 01 t., p. 388 •

10

The last phase ot the Lady Book regime was called the period ot
old wares,26 in which the publisbing bandits rifled each other's works and
issued anthologies ot Lady Books that were festered nuisances.

The extent

of the racketeering is evident in the case ot Mr. John Milton stearn's
gift book

.!!!!. Wheathe 2!!!.!! Flowers.

-

Publ18hed in liew York in 1846,

The Wreath underwent a slight transfonnation in the Amaranth in 1851, in
the Garland, in 1852, the Keepsake

Friendship in 1854.

~

Friendship in l85Z, the Tokens

~

And finally, with an additional poem, Mr. stearn's

work of 1846 was named the Magnolia with a pretace date ot l85Z. 27
Of the one thousand and tifteen L&d.Y Books, Lady Book Annuals,
and Lady Book Anthologies a tew lasted tor more than one year.

--The Rose of

Sharon held the American record, having shed perfumery for eighteen years;
~

Token lived three years yOWlger; and

~ ~

Fellow's Offering was

accepted for twelve years.
The Lady Books represented one of the most grotesque and
interesting period in the history ot printing from the time ot their
publication in 1826 to the time of their passing to second-hand stores
and attics in 1870.

It is almost Lmpossible to determine in what phase

ot their development, or Circulation, the Lady Booka absorbed the infected
Gothic "cheap book" romances that were hawked about the streets of London

26.

Ibid., p. 387.

-

Ill.

1'DIa:., p. 388.

28.

F uon, Literary Annuals

2!:!!i Booka,

Introduction.

11
until 1820 when Mrs. Badcliffe's Gothic School came into disrepute.

29

But

it is a fact that samewhere in that magazine Jungle of America are
hundred. more of the 1820 variety of Gothic tales than were found in the
periodicals selected for this stady. because writers lodged their "Blood
Pudding" tales in the Lady Books from the years 1800-1850 in America.
Theae "Blood Pudding" talel.

&S

fashioned by the ladies. were

patterned. after the longer Rnglish novels: .!1:!.!lsteries

Mr,.

Anne Radcliffe. and

~

Caltle

2.! Udolpho El.

!! otronto by Horace Walpole.

When the Lady Book writers apparently keyed their early Gothic
short stories to the last phases of Mrs. Radcliffe's School in 1811. it
took a keen-eyed mother in America to know that the

"~rderou8

monk" in

WKilverstone Caatle,,30 was the same fugitive from "The Konk of The Grotto~
who had terrified her

da~hter

nine years before.

However, it wal not alwaYI the fearful elements in the stories
which attracted women readers;

many of them were intrigued by the curioul

title. such as "Lydia Ashbaugh/The WitCh";32 "The Necromancer,,;33 and
the "One-Byed Monk. ,,34
The profi t-mad publ ishers of the Lady Books often embellished

29.

30.
31.
32.
S3.

M.

Wl11iam Watt, Shilling Shockers 2!.!!!. Gothic School: ! Stadl !!
Chapbook Romances. p. 39.
~ Ladies M!scell&nl .2!. ~ Weekll Vbitor, Vol. XIII, (April, 1802),
p. 1.
~ Lady's ~aZlne ~ lhsical Repository, Vol. III, (1802), p. 5.
~ Casket, 1838 }, p. 2.
~ Calket, (1838), p. 519.
~ Philadelphia ViI iter, Vol. II, (1835), p. 606.

12
their Gothic titles as gaudily as they did their book covers, with curious
Itlbti tles, 8uch a8: "AJ.etha/From a Oeltic Parchment, Anno 3900/ Tran81ated
by N. O. Brooks, A.~";35

"The Ship ot The Dead/Translated trom the French

ot M. De Fos8ombroni";36 and "Wallingsford Oastle/From The Ancient Ohroni.
37
cles."

Other eye-catching subtitles camou.tlaged the heated contents ot

the tales so that the title words "A True Story,"38
and "A Tale of Domestic Life"'O were employed.

"A Tale of Real Lif.,"

39

Only once in the period

between 1800 and 1850 was the old Gothic horror muse recognized as such,
and the sub-title

"A Gothic Tale",l appended.

The Americans who were fatigued with the Neo-Olassical restraint
in literatu.re42 found release in the Grave Yard School of the Pre-Romantics,
and Gothic qu.otations were jammed into the stories to create suspense:

Splendor in heaven, and horror
on the main
Sunshine and stor.m at once--a
troubled day.43
Sometime8 these Gothic quotations were u.sed at
the tales.

other points in

For fear that the reader's faculty ot dOllbt wou.ld. not be

35. .QR.. ill., (1837), p. 98.
36. The Northern Pioneer, Vol. I, (1848), p. 52.
37. The Casket, (1838), p. 519.
38. "iSabel L---, tt Ibid.., (1834), p. 4990
39. "The Rival Sisters," Grahams Lady's and Gentleman's Magazine,
Vol. XXXII, (1848), p. 13.
--.a. "The Birthday Prophecy," ~ North American Qu.arterll Magazine,
Vol. V, (1835), p. 294.
41. "The Silver Diggers," Graham., Vol. XIX, (1841), p. 69.
42. "Some Phases of the Su.pernatllral in American Literatu.re," PMLA,
Vol. XVIII, (March, 1910), p. 116.
~.
Grahams, Vol. XXXVI, (1850), p. 326.

l~

paralyzed, the Gothic story-tellers
of horror at the
techniq~e

o~t-set

was good.

introd~ced

them into the atmosphere

of the tale withoQt flamboyant gesture.

The

The reader knew where he was going after he had begun

the journey:
'Tis now the very witching time
of night
When ChQrch-yards yawn, and Hell
"s~f
~reathes

oontagion to the world.

Some countenances needed a short rich line:

44

"Foul mouths"

were more than foul mouths when they
Grinntd horribly, a ghaetll
smile! 45
That meant surfeit, for even the most
present after those

he~ts

cred~10Q8

reader

ref~sed

the prosaic

of dramatic power!

In their attempts to measure Gothic-length novels into equal

monthly installments, and yet begin and end each installment with horror
elements, the novels were broken up:
Madame de Se¥rac was no sooner
left in darkness and alone ••• a deep
and melancholy voice, pronounced,
"Seek no farther.",6

In the next chapter of the same issue without capitalization:
A face was at the window:
"pale and hideo~s! It frowned
upon her with its brow••• n47

Grahams, Vol. XXXVI, (185Q, p. ~26.
"The Exile," The Philadelphia Visiter, Vol. II, (1836), p. 36.
Ibid.
--Ibid
•
........

~

14

It there was not ttme to conclude the

chapte~the

dash serTed a happy

purpose:
Ravillon, aghast with horror,
let go her arm, and instantly
escape4-----48
Even conversations were hurriedly terminated to

concl~de

a chapter wIth a

dash:
During their conversation, day
declined, and a dusky gloom nearly
oTerspread the surrounding Icenery----49
Next month without chapter heading would appear:

.8

The evening air
nipping cold;
the turf was Iprinkled with halt' trodew, and the thick vapours riling
along the skirts ot' the mountain,
rendered their situation comt'ortless
and dreary.----50

.en

The apparent awkwardness ot making these long novels t'i t into the
format ot' the Lady Books that were made for Iilort stories, probably
accounts for the t'act that only one was found in the periodl'call reviewed

tor this study.

"The Exlle n51 exhausted all the tricks of Mrs. Radcliffe

and Horace Walpole for fourteen chapters, and held off the editor'l
comments until the thirteenth chapter was concluded.

The most tmportant

character Sir Hubert de Sevrac, the exile, began his itinerary in Lomba~y,
Italy, in some dim age of superstition.

48.
49.
150.
&1.

Ibid., p. 70.
Ibid., p. 143.
Ibld., p. 161.
Ibid.

-

At the end of an indefinite

15

expanse of ground some small oottages were huddled, oompletely enveloped
by the

bl~e

haze that orept down from the towering

romantic atmosphere a oastle, aged and
gnarled black forest.

mo~tains.

r~gged, mo~ldered

Closer to the oastle

co~ld

In this

far away in the

be seen weed-wild and

gloomy cloisters where the Yew branches waved fantastic patterns
gray

sc~lpt~ed co~tyards.

~pon

the

Two fiendish black marble dragons gu.arded the

weirdly oarved entrance to the castle proper and the saracenically des1gned
iron mocker echoed deeds of mystery in ages past.

Ins ide the castle the

rooms were lofty and dusty, but the library was the gloomiest room, for the
grim buts hidden by the cobwebs seemed to speak: of the many dea4 who had
visited there.

There were false panels in the walls and hollow footsteps

shuffled somewbere between the faded walls.
groans, mockings, and scrapings were heard
terranean passages.

MYsterio~s

througho~t

Then came the storm outside:

and then skipped along the cold battlements;

in agony;

fiends stepped

o~t

~traceable

the snaked

8~b-

the lightning flashed,

the winds sighed like humans

from 8 ame fresh-dug graves, and famished

Iquirrels darted into inky crags.
It ranger.

and

O~t

of this mist of blackness stalked a

The wind lashed him against the bent oak boughs as he slipped

along the cobbled walk groping his way toward the light in the library.

He

1114 back the seoret door, threw his blaok mantle across his faoe and held
out hil gloved hand:

loman of Bans Ibilityl

-

Extinguish your light, to~ch
not the mysterious paper••• 52 you
are surrounded by peril.

16
The term Gothic as applied to
many sources:

literat~re

m&¥ have its roots in

it m~ be derived trom the nat~re ot Gothic Architecture;53

it ma, bave its beginnings in the religion ot the middle ages;54

it may

satisty the human desire tor excitement;55 but Whatever the souroes ot its
mysterious conc~tion56 the Lady Book publisher, capitalized on ita strong
appeal.
Mrs. Badolifte's Udolpho may have had the greatest intluence on
the longer novel-length Gothio romances in the Lady Books, but the greatest
influence on the shorter tales, aside trom that ot Byron himselt, was
Scott's Waverly Novela.
The reason for Scott's influence on the Gothic short story from
1800-1850 must be attributed to the tact that America was trying to make
a native literature trom legendary material, and legendary material was
only marketable in the Lady Books.

With the Lady Book writers trained in

the art of abe orbing mat ari ala trom toreign ., urces, and wi th Lady Book
publishers trained in the art of providing material for legend-loving
Gothic readers, Scott's influence was accentuated.
There was not a great body ot Irish Gothic tales in the Lady
Booka, but those that were represented fitted into the general definition

~thic

Architecture," Arthur's Magazine, Vol. II, (Oct. 1844), p. 190.
Holland Scott Goodnight, "German Literature in Amerioan Magazines
Prior to 1846," Bulletin 2!. ~ UniversUl.!!. Wisconsin, No. 188,
Philology ~ Literature Series, p. 43.
Edith Burkhead, "The Tale ot Terror: A Study ot the Gothic Romance,p.

56.

221.

---

-

---

"Some Phases of the Supernatural in American Literature," PMLA, p.
116.
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of the Gothic short story, dictated by the Lady Books.

These tales were

Symbolic tale, of fragmentary length reaching for material into the
legendary past or the sllperstitiou.s present, wi thOllt being dependent llpon
horror for their pllrgative effect.
The weird alggestivity of this timid but colorful body of Irish
tales was painted with an exceedingly delicate tOllch.

The story "The

Unlllcky Birthnight"57 was probably the best for Gothic textllre and ahow,
inspiration of the eerie Irish mll.e.
to the MOrton.

In this tale lame Marion was born

ot Ireland on Halloween, and grew up with her brother

after her parents died.

Her brother had a coachman employee.

He was a

strange ooachman for his complexion was of a frightening black color.
had fOllr coal-black horses and livery ot the same sable hlle.

ot the village teared him;

He

The peasant.

they always crossed themselves when he passed.

It was said that he had the power of demons.

He touched Y0llng MArion--thia

black figure--and when he touched her he left a deep black mark on her
breast.

Llttle lame Marlon died from his tOllch, and when she died the be-

deviled coachman lett the moor.

As he left, his carriage went off into

the mist and thick black smoke rose from the earth.
There was an interest in German literature in America beginning
in 1833 when a new era of material prosperity and intellectllal activity
began. 58

57.
58.

~

However, the legendary Gothic Gelman tales were in abllndance

Illustrated Monthly COllrier, Vol. I, (1848), p. 67.
Scott Holland Goodnlsnt, "German Literatare in American Magazines
Prior to 1846," Bulletin ~~ University ~ Wisconsin, No. l88~
Philology ~ Literatllre Series, p. 106.
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in the Lady Books before that date:
••• there exists, at present,
a very large and increasing class
of readers, for whom the scattered
fragments of olden time, as preserved
in popular and traditionary tales,
possess a powerful attraction. 59
And again:

The Germans are by no means
deficient in the genuine class of
Ohivalric Romance, which has nearly
the same ~eneral featares in every
coantry.6
When the American critics of literatare began to complain about
the abundance of foreign literature in the American Market, thirty-eight 6l
of the newspapers and magaz ines in America in 1839 were in the German
language. 62

German legendary stories like "The Blasted Tree" 63 were

found in almost every issue.

These stories blended superstition and

levity:64
It was a piercing night in midwinter••• lt was a night in which
the fancy of an honest German could
not fail to conjure up a thousand
phantoms; his shrieking ghosts cried
from the crevices of every saple ••
tree; his witches rode on the pale
moonlight moonbeams, in the distant

"German Popular and Traditionary Literature,"
Vol. I, No. 40, (October 6, 1821), p. 636.
~., p. 635.
Monthly Ohronicle, (August, 1839), p. 421.

~

Liierarl Gazette,

Ibid.
~

Literary Journal, Vol. I, No.5, (July 6, 1833), p. 123.

~ Tale ~ ~error, p. 202.
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and scarcely perceptible mist that
spread. a thin veil over the beautiful stars; and wandering spirits of
departed friends peeped like premature
resurrectionists from behind every
thicket. S5

The most gruesome of the

Ge~an

tales clustered around the

watered regions of New England, and if a castle wasn't inspiration the
Lady Book contributors manufactured a grottoe or a cave like the most
beaut1!ul of all the

Ge~an

Gothic tales

and 1850--"The Water Lady.n 66

found in the years between 1800

In this story a

miasmic defiles of young Count Albert's estate.

stra~e sprite haunted the
Albert had been reared

on tales about this woman, and he sought her in her cave one moonlight
evening after he had been reading in front of his cheerless fireplace.

He

met the lady in the cave and returned home speechless and with a pale bro.
and a carved emerald rtQg.

He vowed he would return to her cave on the

rising of the third moon.

On the night when the third moon arose, Albert

had forgotten his vow, for he had been married that day.

When the moon

,hone through the window of his bedroom he suddenly remembered his vow,
but it was too late.
upon him.

The Water Lady had already cast her wicked spell

Albert felt the spell and quickly looked into the mirror.

law himself fully dressed, but he had no hands or face!
a.&y.

The chamber door knob stuck in his hand.

66.

66.

ER..

oi t., p. 12:3.
Graheuru;, Vol. XXXI, (1847), p. 2.

He tried to run

He pulled desperately

and then an icy hand clutched his hand arid held him fast.

-

He

The fairy lady
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had

ret~rned

to speak to Albert:

"Albert ••• thou hast broken the compact

so solemnly ratified between us •• " Albert disappeared that night, and Boon
the castle became a

~in.

There was something that rang
Gothic tale.

t~e in

the formalae of a goOd

The fragments were mona atmospheric exercises than truly hor-

ror tales, but the prose devices as used by the Lady Book writers were not
tricks.

They were

gen~ine

work of the stories.

techniques

th~t

dissolved into the plot frame-

The fact that the majority of these Gothic tales

were fragments was a condition dictated by vulgar readers who demanded
that their "classics" be not only short but that they be cramped in form.
If the finely

sp~

story threads were woven

caref~lly,

it and relaxed into the oomfortable regions of
the

s~spension

the reader lensed

cred~lity,

satisfied with

of disbelief.

When reading these Gothic fragments, it is often difficult to
determine where the old .Ba.d.cliffean horror mood is
traditional Gothic legends begin.

~ed and

where the

A typical fragmentary story that em-

bodies both forms is "Love's Last Supper. n67

In this sad story Raymond

de Roussillon, one of the species ot "Blue-Beard Barons," found hi.
Iuppoledly

~faithful

castle garden.

wife, Marguerite, flirting with a

tro~bador

Raymond did not understand how his wife co~ld be carried

"••• beyond herself by the emotions ot the moment" when she had an

67.

in the

Grahams, Vol. XXXI, (1847), p. 2.
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irresistible feeling that made her stoop and press her lips apon the
forehead of her kneeling lover.

Raymond waited antil he found him alone

one night in the garden, and then killed him, with a Itroke of his knife
that went deep down into the heart.

Unsatisfied with simply having killed

him, Ra3IDond then tore away the troabadoar's garments and savagely plunged
a knife into the expo8ed and gory chest.

With the chest now open, crael

Ra3IDond stuck.his n&ked hand into the gaping
qaivering heart.

WOaM and.

tore oat the

He then whacked off his head, and with the heart in his

hand retarned to the castle kitchen where he demanded that the heart be
seasoned to suit the taste of the

B&roness--Y~rgaerite.

That night

Raymond, with diabolical happiness, watched Margaerite eat the heart.
When she had finished her meal, Raymond raised the ghastly head of the
troaba.doar apon the table and growled to Margaeri te:
the head. of him whose heart yoa have eaten%"

"Behold!

This is

Q,aite in keeping with the

tragedy, the Baroness Margaerite immediately dispatched herself from the
castle window.
At a time when America was trying to make a native literatare
from the legends brought over from Europe, stories sprang ap allover the
nation, and were absorbed as purely fiction by the Lady Books.

Ambition

and gain were the chief aspirations of most American pablishers in the
period of the Lady Books, and the fact that few magazine publishers wanted
to be martyrs for a native 1iteratare, the legends became confased or
COmbined with the Gothic tales which was a medium in which legends were
able to find correspondence.

The Gothic tales, however, from the
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New England areas did not show a great propensity for losing their
flavor.
tale.

E~ropean

The story of "The Vict~ Bride n68 is of this variety of Gothic
"The Victim Bride" is an

Monao.nook regions of Amerioa.
s~ing So

man named

rapidly

thro~gh

)[onta~e

exq~isite

In the tale, Grinnel Bedford was

o~t p~r

who had married his love, Rosabelle.

He rode

the Monadnock mountains one evening at

suddenly an overhanging oak bough dashed
stQDned him.

piece of workmanship from the

h~

d~sk

to the ground.

time when
The throw

When he became conscious he heard strange whisperings of a

woman's voice in the calm that preceded the storm.
in its fury. and the

lo~der

Soon the storm came

it raged the louder became that same voice

that pierced the silence between thunder groans and lightning cracklings.
His blood chilled and froze with horror.

With his sOlll's eye he searched

the forest for the place from'which those siren sounds had come;
nothing bllt blackness in the forest.
dimmer and fainter;
bewitched forest;

Gradually the lightning flashed

soon the rain came.
not a leaf rustled;

he found

It was heart-deadening in that
he lay silently on the soft earth

listening for another sound of a weird voice.

It came again when the

SIln

lank behind the mountains, and its echo rang along the jagged cliffs and

wind-tossed WOOds.

Still there was nothing to be seen bllt the shadows of

tar-oft lightning flashes.
'00

-

He knew now that the curse was upon him. and

tired to pllrslle )[ont~e fllrther that night. he lay down to sleep.

68. The Philadelphia Visiter. Vol. I, (1835), p. 48.
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At midnight he awoke to see in the distance a waterfall sparkling in the
moonlight.

The strange fall from his horse;

the whispering shrill voice

of the Lady; the calm before the storm, all helped tOalperinduce upon Bedford an undefinable apprehension of evil.

At length the lady with the

fiendish voice came out of her cave, stood over Bedford and addressed him
by name.

She told him of her sorrows;

that she was once human;

loved

and was loved by Sir MOntague, the very man whom Bedford suught; and who
sent her from her home into that mad way of life.
one vow;

that was to kill MOntague.

She now lived to fulfill

She never asked Bedford the reasons

tor his strange ride through that romantic country, but she did not need
to ask him, tor fairy ladies had a w&3 ot knowing
known to humans.

t~ings

that were not

She led Bedford into her cave, spoke with the snake

which was wreathed six times about her arm, stroked it gently off her
wrist and called

it sweetly her "Son." She then took Bedford to a pit

in which the re lay e.nother man named Daloho, and when she saw Bedford

look at the bloody torm, she forgot her bewitched snake which uncoiled
trom her arm and bit the benumbed Bedford.

Not knowing that Bedford was

bitten, the fairy lady permitted Bedford to ride down into the valley to
the home ot Montague.
would arrive.

She waited by her cave, for she knew that MOntague

Soon MOntague arrived, but he escaped death because a cross

hung trom his breast.
Having tled trom the cave and from death Montague returned home,
only to tind the door locked.

He knocked, but there was no answer.

He
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listened.
with fear.

The sounds ot deep growls and gnashing teeth made him start back
He threw himselt into the door and stood in the door1ray--he

yelled and fell senseless to the tloor:
Graoious God: What & scenet The
lovely Rosabella weltering in her gore•••
her bosom gashed and open with a horrid
wound, and Bedtord ••• devouring with
woltish gesture, and appetitea the very
heart ot hi' VIOTIM BRIDE: 1 b9
Bedtord', mother, the fairy lady hurried to save her son, but
she arrived too late.
Irving',

The snake bite had done it. evil work.

legendary short stores in the Gothic mood were probably

another reason tor the American attempt to make the short story the native
literature of America.

MaD¥

ot hi' "Sleepy Hollow" legends include &

fantastic body ot short stories in the Hud80n River region, and Brom Bones
can be seen in the Lady Booka riding

mysterio~'ly

throughout Germantown. 70

1 good collection ot brilliant American Gothic short stories would have

resulted from a fusion of the Gothio elements ot Irving and Coleridge, but
7l
Coleridge was too speculative
tor the Lady Book reader in mid-nineteenth
Cent~l

Amerioa.

those periodioals.

Nevertheless, a few Oolerldgian tales were found in
The story ot "The Wanderings of Oain" 18 elemental in

its Simplicity and in its biblioal rhetoric.

-

at.

"0.
"1.

In the story Oain was being

Ibid.
lIfti'; Ghost of Chew's Wall," Grahams, Vol XIX, (1841), p. 18.
"On the Development ot American Literature from l8l5-183~"
Cairns, p. 26.
!!!!. Philadelphia Visiter, Vol. II, (1835), p. 4710
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led by his son down an open moonlit path in a shadowed forest.

The path

narrowed for awhile, and then broadened as the moonlight shadows
it.

~pon
~til

They walked together, father and son;

the sun arose in the morning;

b~t

It was a dark region, dark as a cavern.

the

s~n

r~Q.ed

down, down, this path
never shone on their path.

Soon they stopped walking for Cain

saw Abel in a clearing at the end of the woods, and Cain ran after Abel.
The shape fled from Cain, "fled shrieking over the sands, and the sands
rose like white mists behind the steps of Cain."
There was another tale in the Lady Books from the
mind of Coleridge.

It was "The Ship of the Dead."73

This tale closely

resembled Coleridge'. "The Rhime of the Ancient Mariner,"
was

s~bordinated

~in&tlve

for a cataloguing of horrible details.

b~t

the technique

Twenty-fo~r

wretches were stretched dead on the deck of a galleon.

They were nailed

there while alive, and now their corpses were

and half-eaten by

rats,

the most horrible of all these ghastly spectres was the skeleton

b~t

ot the captain which still had some
Though the

vog~

eno~

to

in~lt

cor~pted

flesh on the blanched bones.

of sensibility lessened its hold on the better

American writers, few in American
toolieb

p~trified

literat~e

in the Lady Book era were

the only market available for American short

.tories, there resulted in the Gothic tales more interest in the effect
~rd.r bad

~

on the murderer rather than the detailed study of the act

Northern Pioneer, Vol. I, (1848), p. 52.
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itself.

When the Gothio tales beoame subjeotive instead of objeotive, the

trend was toward a psyohological horror atmosphere whioh was Edgar Allan
Poe's speoial ty.
Poe.

The story of the "Iron Shroud "74 suggested the

1'01111

of

This tale is a detailed emotional sketoh of a man imprisoned in a

dungeon some of whioh oollapsed every day for eaoh of seven days.

The

passage of time was indicated by the window gratings which deoreased in
size, one by one every night, until the man was orushed into a coffin which
sprung into his presence the last night displaoing his iron bed.
The fact that the legends and the Gothio horror mode blend into
one another, made the traoing of influenoes of specifio authors on Edgar
Allan Poe partioularly difficult.

If there were any preoursors of Poe's

Gothio fom in the short story, it would probably be "The Shadowy Form. "75
This ohild of the German fancy was the most

sin~lar

of all the Gothic

tales examined in over. one hundred and forty periodicals, between the years
1800 811.d 1850.
Daring the Frenoh Revolution a young German student, Gottfried
Wolfgang, went to Paris imbued with the speoulative philosophies of the
UniTersity of Gottingen.

In Paris he lived in a gloomy street near the

aonastic walls of the Sorbonne and its olose proximity to the guillotine.
Gottfried was studious to exoess, and spent many hours reading obsolete
charnel house literature in the oataoombed libraries of Paris.

". ~ New York ViSiter, Vol. I, (1840), p. 54.
75. ~ PhIl6deiPhia Visiter, Vol. II, (1835), p. 326.

These
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readings helped feed his
had was the dreams of

~ealthy

bea~ti~l

appetite, and the only relaxation he

women.

One day after having spent many

hours reading and dreaming, Gottfried left the library and passed the
freshly be-sprinkled guillotine.

A beautif~l woman was seated by the

guillotine weeping, and he pitied her and took her home with him.

They

loved each other deeply and neither asked

One

q~estions

of the other.

night, after having spent the day at the library, Gottfried returned
home, where he foQnd the woman ill.

He tried to comfort her.

He took the

hand that layover her head and put her hand into his, but it was cold.

Her cold face was ghastly and pallid.
neck and 101

He untied the black collar from her

The head dangled to the floor.

She had been half-guillotined

the day he met her.
Distracted, Gottfried died in a mad house.
The Gothic literature using the domestic touches, correctly
speaking, did not belong to the Gothic tradition, for that was the realm of
The Tale of Sensibility.

However, if the domestic touches were combined

effectively with

details, the domestic elements became one with

gr~esome

the blood-curdling atmosphere, and the domestic elements produced the
ghastly facts.

It would be

inexc~sable

in a review of the GothiC tale in

American periodicals to exclude the individualistic tale of the bloody
adventures of H~o, the executioner, in "The Doomsman's Glee."76

76. ~ Western Literary Journal, Vol. I, (1844), p. 58.

In this
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story the horror element predominates, b~t the manner of its telling
determines to what form of li terat~re it belongs.
Hugo addressed his friend Balvado:
~ick••• I Bay!
The knife, the
glittering knife. The parricide
howls, ••• groans, ~t his so~l is
trampling on the fragments of clay.
Q~ick, while his carcass is all
palpitation, all alive with tort~re,
all throe, all agon~ and p~lsation,
hand me the knife. 7

Hugo ~8ed it mercilessly.

He severed the felon's bones, parted

the ribs, and With a blow of his jagged cl~b made an apert~re in the flesh.
Then he continued to amuse Balvado.

He felt the hot blood again, and

handled the throbbing heart.

It palpitated to his satisfaction.

demanded the knife again, and

contin~d

Hugo

his work:

I hold the heart, ••• c~t it from
the carcass; sever each nerve, snap
each artery••• A deep low trembling
heave of the ,hest, and a rattle in
the throat ••• 8
As if this were not eno~gh to satisfy the nail-gnawing Lady Book
reader, happy H~go really got prodigal in his wickedness.

He railed the

heart in the air, and watched it gleam in the light of the day.
liltened to the warm blood patter on his b~tchered victim.
Again:
~ick, the pincers, the red hot
pincers ••• on that q~ivering in every

-

''P.
'I.

Ibid.

---

!DId.

He

Then, he spoke
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splintered limb; on that qaick tremor
ot the lip, ha, ha, that blanching ot
the cheek, with the blood oozing trom
every pore; that qaick gurgling sound
in the throat ••• 79
HQ8P

then instracted the reader that the telon died, and asked

it he had not done his work well, as he watched the spirit creep from the
shattered clod of the belabored parricide.
Rage

had a competitor in this vein ot Gotbic cbills.

never gave bis name,80 bat be was anashamed ot his deeds.
something of Hamlet in his character;

Tbis bero

Tbere was

he was very sensitive.

He was not

a prince, however, for he was extremely poor, torsooth a beggar.
ased to call him "beggar."

People

It was not tbe fact that he was a beggar that

caused him trouble, it was the fact that people sneered when they called
him beggar.

One man called him beggar once too often.

The beggar said

that this taant
••• extinguished the last lingering spark of pity in my breast. I
was now no longer a man, bat a demon.
Than Hugo's rhetoric is ased:
Do yoa see me glaring, like a
hungry tiger, on my victim? Do yoa
Bee me steal croacbing toward bim?
Now, now, I am stooping right above
his head. The nail is at his ear!
Hark, do you not hear the tierce,
sudden strokes of the h~~er--bow
the sharp iron goes crashing and
Ibid.
80. 'IfThe Old Manor House," The GEIIl and Ladies Amulet, Vol. X, (1838),

79.

P.62.

---
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grinding thro~h the skall, right into
the very centre of the brain?
The Lady Book reader is again taken into the aa thor's confidence:
'Twas bravely done; was it not?
And how he staredl My God, how he
staredl A hideoaa convalsion shook
him from head to foot; the blood sarged
apwards to hi' eyes--his lips--his brow-his ears--everywhere bat to that one, well
concealed little wou.nd that let oat life;
he heaved a long, thrilling sigh; then
lay stresohed a oorpse before me.
England donated a great many of the Gothic tales to the Lady
Books when these magazines took anything they coald find to

The

p~blish.

traditional legends of Scotland were among the stories, especially those
in the sportive vein of Gothioism.
shOWS the
American.

infl~ence

at

B~rnB'

The tale of "The Haanted Oharnber tt8l

"Tam 0' Shanter" al thou.gh 11;s setting is

In "The Raanted Ohamber" a solitary traveller, in one ot the

interior towns ot Massachasetts in the middle ot the Eighteenth
,topped for a rest at an aged inn.
the

oantankero~s

make strange
lodgers.
dow;

This inn was reportedly

ghost of a mardered barber.

so~ds

Cent~ry,

ha~ted

by

First, this happy ghost

at the inn windows, and then he

wo~ld

Oar hero anticipated the soQnds or the ghost;

threw it open, and the whole mystery was evident.

wo~d

ask to shave the
ran to the winA tall old

fr~it

tree bent when the wind blew, and scratched the window making weird sounds
in the prooess.
friotional

Now, then, the aathor rapidly explained the reasons for
so~nds.

The

q~iok

saccessions of the sharp grating soands

~Literary Joarnal, Vol. I, (1833), p. 1240
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w.~e

easily converted into the words one expected to hear.

To the men in

those old inns, the words "need. a shave" were ever in their minds, and
those were the words they heard when the weird
O~r

so~ds

hit the window pane.

hero, to prove to his gambler friends in the inn that there was no

s~ch

being as a

m~dered

barber's ghost, dressed. himself in an

antedil~vian

wig and broad-brimmed hat.

He carried a huge pewter porringer and a worn-

ou.t pa int brush.

eno~h,

from the inn and

Logically
~r

at his appearance the gamblers fled.

hero absconded with the money.

heard no more of the moaning barber's ghost

b~t

The neighborhood

the inn-keeper was sad, for

he now looked for lodgers.
It was not

for the Lady Books to steal whole articles

~~~al

from competitive magazines,

b~t

when two stories of dissimilar content

were written in the same style, one
worked in very close cooperation.

ass~ed

that the Lady Book writers

Two refreshing examples of the Gothic

sportive Tale were "The Drop Scene,,82 and "A Tale of the Marvelo~s."e3
These two tales defy scientific analyzation.
Tague

o~tlines

to the mental weather of folk-lore,

tlPe Gothic tales.

cl~ster

8~perstition,

in

and horror

In "The Drop Scene" a crazy windlass propelled by an

old rusted shaft, wailed like
a coal. mine.

At best, they

~q~iet

spirits as it lowered

o~r

hero into

The grind ing sound was like that of spectres who were
Doom'd for a stated time to
walk by night,
When,
Upon the corner of the moon
There hangs a drop profound.

i;.Casket, (1834), p. 312.
-..!.Northern Pioneer, Vol. I, (1848), p. 61.
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A death-like tremor came~ over the descending hero and he almost lost
sensibility in the black darkness on that quivering platform.

He thought

that spirits had him lashed, until ••• until the windlass stopped!

He

dropped •• he dropped to the tremendous depth of TWO INCHESI 1
The twin of the above tale is the jocular fragment called "A
Tale of the

1~rvelous."

of Pennsylvania.

In this tale is related the experience ot Dourne

While riding over some rugged brush in Pennsylvania'.

coal country Dourne fell trom his horse.
to the edge of the cliff.

He dared not look down as he held

His thoughts were dreadful, indeed, as he hung

with his hands over a depth of two hundred feet.

He shuddered at the

thought, but his position was more unhappy than he imagined.
h~e

Shortly a

blood-thirsty Panther hungry for fresh meat, sniffed along the edge

of the cliff, and pushed his nose toward Dourne.
He ahrieked loud and long.

Hope left our hero.

His strength waned and he felt he was losing

his grasp on the deoayed and withered vines on the cliff's edge.
couldn't hold out much longer as the Panther approached.
.treamed from his overstrained

fll~ers,

He

When the blood

DOWN, DOWN, DOWN fell our man

Douma until ••• he was dasbed to the eafth at the enormous depth of SIX

INCHESS S
The sportive Gothic fragments left little to the reader's imagination.

They depended more upon the surprise ending than upon any technical

Itill the author could conjure up in the development of suspense elements.
!he reader was led into a ByroniC mood, and then when the mood was created
he was jarred back to reality.
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In the Lady Book battle to meet deadlines many cheap Gothic
tales were thrown on the rna.Iicet for feminine consumption.

An obviolls

cheapening of the Gothic fragment was seen in "The MUsician's Adventllre. H84
In this tale, a famolls mllsician went into the organ loft of his chllrch to

inspect the newly delivered organ.

On his way to the loft a typical

Gothic storm arose and the entire stock of demonology came into the story.
The hands of the old chllrch clock indexed F.ALF PAST ELEVEN---the bewitching
hotlrt

The mllsician was not afraid.

from cold,

SO

Oh, not

Anyone's teeth cOllld chatter

ollr hero reached the loft before the clock

str~ck

TWELVE.

He laid his lamp aside and worked on the organ:
••• bllt hark: What shriek is that?
It is followed by anothert And another!
L-----'s hair stands on end ••• great
drops of perspiration stand on his forehead, and his candle light flickers--flickers in its socket, AND GOES OUT1 85
"L," the mllsician, got a blow in the face, his skirt was seized,
and he felt a soft tOllch on his hand.

He tore himself away from the

unseen spirits and fled into the grave-yard, mocked by shollts and wild
laaghter.

Next morning the chllrch sexton reported an attempted robbery

of the church.

It was a robbery, for there was the broken window, the

dead bat and the owl feathers he could not explain, but our hero could

explain them!

However, he retained the secret of his adventure in the

14. ~ Columbian Ladl's ~ Gentleman's Matiazine, Vol. III, (1845),
P. 235.
Ibid.

-
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organ loft at midnight.

He believed the Sexton's story--not really!

AlthOQgh the women did not want to revive the terror-striking
school of 1tts. Radcliffe,

86

they still crowded her stuff in their Lady

Books, even misspelling her name with a l1i,"87 in 1835 and misnaming tales
such as "The LQllatic/A. Prize Tale"88 when the story had nothing whatever
to do with a lunatic, but was about a theatre fire.
From 1828-1850 and bej'ond, the rage for Lady Books coincided
with the popularity of the Gothic tales in those books.

The highwater

mark, however, for the Gothic tale seems to be the year 1833, Qlltil the
1840's when Poe, as literary editor of Grahams made that Lady Book the
fir.est for Gothic literature.
However, charitable we may be toward the lady writers:
- -Hail, woman, exal t ed among
thy sex! Eulogy would but tarnish
and ob~cure the honour that is thy

du.eU 8~

the fact that the ladies wrote fiction at all of the type that mirrored
••• those cheap little books
hawked about the country by wandering pedlars, such as interpretations
of dreams, presentiments, omens,
ghost stories, and all the l§~t
artillery of superstition •••
which even her own kind would talk abou.t in "Love and Gooseberries/A.

-

.

86. !!:!. Saturclay Magazine, (1821), p. 121.
87. ~ Oasket, (1835), p. 442 •
~id., (183~ p. 112.

,.

8••

'0,

The Baronet's Bride," The Oasket, (1834), p. 6.
"The Mother's Tragedy,"~ahams, (1846), p. 83.
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Sentimental Story n 9 l in the following tones:
Well, now tor it! Shall we
paint you. the awt'u.l horrors ot the
tempest, show you. the "airy pwmpa
ot heaven. su.oking u.p" their fatal
draughts, with a forty-thou.sandhorse power, and take you. an inside
passenger in the car ot the stonnking. as he oareers in trantic tu.ry
through the shr inking sky? You.
shou.ld "Su.p t'u.ll ot horror" were we
to u.se ou.r Patent Locomotive SteelPen u.pon the terrific theme. 92
gave the Lady Book writers not only a chance to make protits from

scribb~

bu.t gave them an emotional release from the diary mania93 whioh at that
time kept women from being destroyed, a8 Miss Sigger's Agatha was almost
destroyed by the "slow poison of disappointed atfection."94
There mu.st have been in that Lady Book age many good writers
who wou.ld close their eyes and say with the au.tho r ot "Queen Easter' III
Rock"
She She---but I cannot---oht--cannot describe that most horrid
transaction, but I saw it all, all.
I tried to close my eyes, but their
lids were literally trozen back, and
everything seemed magnified to a
frightful distinctness ••• 95
I

Aligned with the increased prosperity in Amerioa was a oheapening
.f the Gothio tales.

The cheapest type found in the story oollection

91. The New York Visitor. p. 291.
91. Ibid-;-9S. "The Stolen Daughter," The North American Magazine, Vol. III, (1833),
p. 1.

"Woman's LOTe," The Casket, (1827), p. 174.
Op. oi t.
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from 1800 to 1850 was "The Ch~rchyard."96
At

churchyard, the
tombstones.
being

~til

to wave

when the moon had shed her

d~sk

His

a~thor

(Mr. A. Bachelor) saw a
Gothic

nat~ral

c~riosity

it stopped behind a monument.

its drooping limbs

shrill whistle.

~ncertain

mo~rnf~lly

Mr. Bachelor listened.

fi~re

light

~pon

the

gliding among the

made him follow this singular
The weeping willow tree seemed

over the figure.

There was a

The whistle was repeated, and

then Mr. Bachelor's flesh
••• almost crept from his bones,
when•• Ga kind of unearthly figure,
covered with blaok and white spots,
(moved) in a zig-zag motion before him,
now seen---now hid by the long grass. 9

Mr. Bachelor cried

o~t:

There was no answer.

"In the name ot heavenl---what do you here?"

Then he heard a

sq~eezed

voice:

"Who me? •• I am

only trying to catch Miss Seraphina Qailgee's lap dog that's

~

away ••• l"

The definite break from the Gothic past was seen in the fragment
"The Fiery Vault. "$ The theme is of medieval framework, b~t the detalls
llark the art of Edgar Allan Poe.
D~cleated

by a terrible

below which was a fiery

tort~re

f~rnace.

The story ot "The Fiery

Va~l t"

was

chamber, low-roofed, iron-clad, and small,
The prisoner in the story was conditioned

tor this chamber, first by being thrown into a dark room adjoining the
TauU.

-

''6.7.
'8.

In this dark room the air was grad~ally s~cked o~t, and the

~ Bower of Taste, Vol. III, (1830), p. 203.
Ibid.
- ~;..;.;.
"'l'heCasket, (1836), p. 240.
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prisoner left with the blood pulsating in his head.
ignited and he was escorted to the vaalt.

Then the furnace was

When he remained in the vault

long enough to have his limbs scorohed, and he raved from pain, the iron
floor was saddenly withdrawn and immediately replaced by a cold slab of
marble.

The change refreshed the prisoner, for gushes of ice water fell

on his barning frame.
long.

However, this delightfal experience did not last

Again the marble floor was removed, and the prisoner was once more

stretched apon the red-hot floor where he writhed and became withered.
Soon his clinkered body was flipped from the fiery cavern and his wretched
corpse harled through a trap door into a Venetian Canal.
Another departare from the old Radcliffean blood-cardlers was
told in "The Hasband's Buse."98

The story plot in this tale was slighted.

The narration began with a treatment of silence more forbidding in its
implications than the wild torrents and manufactured agonies of the castle
tales.
Twelve bongs from the cathedral clock, and then a rustling was
heard among the orange trees.

torm was seen atop a wall.
ground.

It was still again;

A broken bough disturbed the silence and a

There was a heavy sound;

a body leaped to the

a man was seen now, going towards the arbor.

He reached it and entered:

Hiat! Bist: The gleam of a
dagger was seen, followed by the noise
of a death struggle; muttered carses
were heard, and the dall, heavy sound
of stabbing---then issued a groan--another and another---and all was silent
as before! 99
Grahams

Vol. XXIX, (1835),

• 144.
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The silence was only momentary.
arbor.
him.

See!

a man came oat of the

He coald be seen by the light of the fire-fly that glared apon
He was DRAGGING A CORPSE%

dro.pped it apon the street.

He lifted the corpse apon the wall and

All was silent as before!

Generally, the Gothio tale took on the characteristics of the
broad regions in which they were placed.

This fresh lamber made the

Gothio writers conscioas of the importance of more lavish colors.

The

washed-oat grays of the older tales were oonfined to the New England areas.
However, this change Was not rapid, for it depended apon the migration of
Americans westward behind the old frontier landmarks.

This meant that

there was not a sadden attempt to make a new Gothic form.

It was a gradaal

development, and was associated with the over-all expansion of the coantry,
including the emphasis placed on Science.

Logically when Science became

a family word, the Lady Books melted Science into the Gothic mould.

The

settings in this combination of Science and horror were toned down.

The

killings that had heretofore been done in primitive splendor were now done
in the comforts of the home.

One of the better tales of the SCience Gothic

Ihort story is the tale of "The Proscribed. "101
Bolsdale, was a semi-professional clock-maker.

The main character, WJX.
He particularly liked to

work on Grandfather clocks becanse he ooald kill people with them.
night he invited a friend to his home and drugged the man.

the friend was

!!:! North

One

To make sare

unconscious he then struck several blows on his head.

American Review, Vol. I, (1833), p. 339.

~uit
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unoonsoious now the man was dragged into the grandfather olook, and

~~.

Boisdale sat waiting for the clock to strike one o'clook.
The clock: was a simple murderous device, ingeniously contrived.
The weights inside the clook were adjusted to run down when the olock
stmck tbe hour of one, and then the wretch inside tbe clock would have
oause to writhe in agony.

iiben the oords of the clook would descend, the

sharp ins tr1.llllent on the end of the oords would plunge downward.
just then.

It was

were pierced.

rrhey did

one o'olook, am. the br9.ins of Mr. Boisdale's friend

He died.

Clocks seemed to have had a mysterious oharm for many Gothic
wri terse
Clook,,,102

An unusual treatment of a. olock was the story of ttThe Castle

for this olock was different from ordinary clooks.

Its faoe

was painted witb gruesome Saraoenio devioes, and the minute hand represented a mailed fist pointing with a

t~cheon

to tbe figures that paraded

in a oircle every hour, and then twirled baok inside the mecbanism.
This clock was at once an object
of fear and su:persti tion to the
peasantry in the hamlet, whioh clustered
around the base of the oastle, and
throughout a few straggling houses
al ong the bank of the st ree,m, and to
the rough retainers in the oastle
itself. I03
There was a legend attacbed to this strange clock.

The legend

told that it was the wo rk of Sir Hugo D' Alaman of Provence, who had

102.
lOS.

Parker's Journal, Vol o I, (:May, 1851), p. 341.
Ibid.

-
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leaxned necromancy and astrology in the East;

that its striking was not

produced by mortal machinery, but by the hands of a demon, whom Sir Hugo
had, by the power of hi s art, imprisoned in the work.
A more modern and more wioked example of the scientific fragmen t foun! in the Lady Books was the tal e of "The S11 ver Sixpence. ,,104
this tale,

l~.

Bard, the murderer, did not go to Mrs. Radcliffe's horror

apothecary for inspiration.
for murder?

In

He went to the comer drug store.

He thought his wife faithless.

His reason

Consequently, Mr. Bard beoame

intoxicated one night, went home, and found his wife in bed.

Slowly,

slowly he advanced to the bed, and as he advanced he took a small bottle
of mediCine from his pocket.

Carefully he poured a small drop of Prussic

acid in each corner of her beautiful eyes that were closed tight in
81 eep.
Sometimes the scientific devices in the Gothic fragments killed
the killer.

In "The Bear of Carniola,"105 a wicked servant contrived

death for his mster in the form of a falconet which guided by a line
and lead was to descend through a hole bored in the floor and then prooeed
to the foot of a tree where it was placed under a rock.

The servant knew

it was the custom of the master of the castle to stand before that tree.
Iyerything was in readiness for the master's appearance.

The servant

wanted to try the device once more to make certain that it operated perfectly.

While the servant stood by the rock testing the lines, the

-

l~. ~ Casket, (1832), p. 3.

105.

!h!,Ca8k:et, (1835), p. 385.
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murderous faloonet became dislodged and plunged downward piercing the
~fortanate

servant's entrails.

First, it went through his MAJOR DOMO,

mangling it frightfally;

thErl it went into his LUNGS, also shattering

them beyond recognition.

The story had a very tearfal ending for the Lady

Book readers:
Some pieces of gold, the fraits
of his treachery, which he carried
concealed beneath his garments were
buried in the dreadful wound. l 66
The proximity of the charc.h,y ard to the village inspired many
tales of ghosts Which kept the Parltanically stamped Americans conscious
of the powers of death.

The grave-yard school of poets was favored early

in the period considered, bat ghost stories were not part of their Gothic
mood as were the ghost stories in the Gothic short stories.

The charch-

yard tombstones were too formidable for the American Gothic writers to be
cast aside simply as signifying man's last resting place on earth.

The

Gothic ghost writer's words that
The Village charch-yard--the pine
1'0 rest, haWlted by the headless spectre;

the lonely glens of Cedar Creek ••• were
the places ••• at the mere mention of
which, after night-fall, I ~~ald almost
tu.rn pale wi th affright ••• l
... not to be taken as the springboard for a Gothic confession, nor were

~h. actions of Nurse Wilmar,108 who as a professional ghost-chaser foand

106. Ibid.
107. ~HaWlted Glen," l.fhe Parthenon, Vol. I, (1833), p. 295.
108. "The Spectre," The .AIDe"rican Ladies :Magazine, Vol. II, (1829), p. 462.
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a spectre that confounded her in that he appeared on a bright July after-

noon in defiance of everything like order or etIquette.
that ghost tale,

~~s.

The author of

S-----,was only voicing a defensive reaction against

stories spread by the village peasantry who were often on the gloomy
wastes at twilight.
the road just

Their fears were symbolized by the tombstones down

on the outskirts of town:
••• --every blast, as It swept
in hollow Blsts over the heath,
seemed to team with the sighs of
departed spirits--and the birds, as
they winged their way abov.e his head,
anpeared with loud shrill cries, to
;arn (them) of approaching danger ••• 109

Hardly an American poet or short story writer before the frontier broke
down was estranged from the omnipresence of the grave.

America was a land

of small villages, and the church served a moralistic
community with more
,
than food for the soul, for the Puritan gloom of Wigglesworth, Edwards,
and the

lV'J8.thers was part of a national character.

With this fact in mind,

one understands the inserted remarks of the author of "La Fitte/The
Batavien Ohief,n llO a tale of blood, where the remarks have nothing whatITer to do with the progressi on of the adventures of the Pirate:
••• the gloomy chll.rch-yard, which
when a tru.ant boy, I had so often
sbudderingly passed, when the pale
moon glimmered athwart the marbles
which crowded the sacred enclosure •••

109.

"The MUrder Hole," The Oasket, (1829), p. 181.

110. ~ Casket, (1831), P. 542.
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to my affrighted 1maginati on•••
appeared to people the place with
the tenants of that world from
which no traveler returns •••• lll
It was no wonder that Edgar Allan Poe

have absorbed this

sho~ld

grave-yard tradition, for he need only have chosen a mood that was part
of the American tradition, and a form that was
l.iterat~re.

a form of

s~ited

for Lady Book

In those inmobile regions in front of the frontier he fo®d

literat~re

that was already exhibited by Eryant and Longfellow

and Irving before him.

In those stagnant Amerioan regions along the

Atlantic where
••• the green verd~re withered •••
the birds fell dead from the branches-while a no:xio~s vapor that seemed to
oome from seas of burning sulphur,
whirled and eddied ••• and hard thunder
m~ttered along the air as tho~gh it
were a response to the wailings of
the damned ••• 112
it was not simply a region of stone and clay;

they were regions that

held
••• the graves of lost spirits •••
and from which their bottom spewed •••
8k~11 after skull ~pon the sulphate
pavement ••• and where the cries of
orphans and widowe (were heard)
strugg11ng••• 1l3

there was 11 ttle 11 terary "high-browism" in those American homes.
W&8

-

lU.

a land of

E~ropean

legends;

legends

b~llt aro~d

America

a profound respect

Ibid.

U2. "S~erstition and Tr~th," The Universalist Palladium
Am~let,

-

Ibid.

Vol. II, (1841), p:-:L4.

and

Ladies

r
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for death which were woven in tales that were told around. the great wood
fires during the long winter evenings.
There was grist for the American Gothic story teller in the
Lady Books.

These magazines had all the qualities Americans wanted in

fiction, especially in the Gothic short story.
traditional;

The Lady Book tales were

they were short, and they were filled with sensationalism

that helped a Puritan American mind esoape reality.
When the frontier broke down the Gothic tales lost much of their
descriptive wildness.
ridiculous.

They beoame refined and suggestive, and often

The ridiculou.s Gothio tale of "The Thosts, or Nooturnal

Phantoms"114 shows the ridiculous extent to which the Lady Book publisher went to get Gothio short story fiction.

In

this tale the Duke of

Villars was chasing phantoms one mid-night in the deserted yard of an inn,
looated in a savage area of Italy.

SUddenly, (it was always suddenlyS)

there was a oonfusion of howls and clashes of chains.

Petrified, Villars

,toed until the floor sank under him and he fell into a cob-webbed cellar.
The Duke was a man of mettle.

He inspected the surroundings and found that

the horrid howls and olashes he had
teiters.

hea~

Now the mystery was simplified.

were the voices of money oounterThe mathematically minded

Villars knew that the counterfeiters had sent him to the basement.

The

trap was simply one of the traps used by petty tyrants in the years of the
~TlNE WARS.

Ou.r hero was promised release by the oounterfeiters if he

»ZOIl1sed not to di scI ose thei r hiding plaoe.

~ American Lady's U~gazine, Vol. VII, (1834), p. 354.
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When a reader of Lady Book fiotion found that the old Radoliffean oastle-Gothio tale was being led into foreign realms of fiotion,
the art of Poe beoame more aoceptable.

The most decadent type of Gothio

tale found in the periodioals was found in

~

Columbian Lady's

~

Gentleman's Magazine for 1846, a year when Poe was still writing for
Grahams Lady's

!!?:!

Gentleman's Magazine.

When this 1846 style of Gothic

story depended QPon a pictQre for inspiration it showed the last phases
of the symbolized Gothio form.

In

the story of "Zelie, tt the hero was

seated in his comfortable stQdy dreaming, when his imagination was stimQlated by a freak piotQre of lome mad artist's fancy.

The pictQre depicted

a bleak and wind-barren pieoe of ground where a white gnarled old and
leafless tree of spectral appearanoe shone in the moonlight.

In

thil gro-

teaqQe atmosphere there was painted & horseman whOle mantle was partially
falling baCk fram his shoulders, and whose looks were streaming in the
wind.

This solitary rider was trying to urge his frightened steed forward.

but the horse was reared

in terror.

Below the horse's Qpraised hoofs was

the head of a woman nestled in a scooped OQt hollow.

It seemed to grow

ou.t of the ground "so closely was it wrapped by the soil. fI
lovely face aroQnd whioh hung olQstered hair.
~ish

It was a pale,

Its eyes were raised in

toward heaven as if still capable of prayer and SQffering.
Edgar Allan Poe's hand can be seen shaping the literary policy of

~~.

A rapid glance at the color of the Gothic tales that followed his

pattern showed the respect that his followers in the Gothic form had for
AlthoUBh Poe wrote sixty-eight short stories in the Gothic
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tradi tion, 115

the tale of "The Me.sk of the Red Death,,1l6 best marks the

departure from the older Gothic stories e

Americans know well the speotral

image of the Red :Death with "his vesture ••• dabbled wi th blood ••• a.nd the
broad brows, with all the feat:.1.res of the fe.ce •• besprinkled with the
scarlet horror. It

Nor oan Americana forget the untimely chimes of the olock

during the dance in Prospero's Palace when the
••• giddiest grew pale, and •••
the more sedate passed their hands
over their brows as if in confused
reverie, or meditation. ll7
Those strokes powder Poe's tales with exotic genius.
Poe's concern over death in all its ramifications was an extension of the Gothio tale in the traditional form while the American population was stagnated before the Frontier beoame of literary prominence.

The

fact that he wrote in an acoepted mode of supernaturalism,and the fact
that he ohose the short story form,was as muoh dictated by the demands of
the Lady Books as it Was diotated by his own personal type of genius
accentuated by his wife's illness.

However, it is unfair to

a man who was probably America's most original writer.
Gothic art to the epitome of perfection.

He

underestirr~te

brought the

There is evidence in his stories

that the detective fiction which he later embraced, will, when his

IU.pporters have finished with their detect! ve "fazadrines, t1 form another

Us.
US.

"Some fhases of the Supernatural in American Literature," ~
p. 115.

Grahams, Vol. XX, (1842), p. 257.
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phase in the art of printing that was started in the Lady Books of
the mid-nineteenth Century in Americ&o

Cl1a.pter II
THE GOTHIC CHARACTERS

The greatest single inflQenoe on the Gothic characters in the
Amerioan periodioals from 1800 to 1850 was the personality of the English
poet Byron.

The American spirit found in him a prototype befitting the

•
117
res t1 ess an d g1 oomy ti mes i n Am erlca.

In him was fOQfld the age-old

attractiveness of a great 1eader--beautiful, romantic, and

118

eccentrio~

The villainoQs "Byronic hero,,1l9 who stalked throQghout the Gothio tales
from 1800 to 1850 was the swne Byronic hero who was pOPQlnr from 1815
to 1830120 in American Literature, and who reaohed the height of his
popularity between the years 1835 and 1837. 121
With the growth of large cities in Amerioa, the fiction expanded
to inclQde the characters who roamed about the sordid oity streets.

'These

types of characters were perfect fo r the Gothic pattern of horror.

In the

course of time, the

ROgQe

tale was to predominate over the Gothic tale, and

dQring the period 1800 to 1850 this struggle was apparent in the Lady Books.
However, in the fusion between the Rogu.etale Md the Gotnic Tale, the
Blronie hero aSSQmed a new glwmor in the hands of the Lady Book writers.

117.
11s.
119.

120.
121.

'\'iilliam Ellery Leonard, Byron ~ Byronism in America, p. 1090
Ibid.
Wlllism Watt, Shilling Shookers .£!. ~ Gothic .Sohool, p. 35.

.2R.•...£!!.,

p. 39.

Ibid., p. 80.
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The Gothio hero demanded darkness for his roguish deeds:
Night! Solemn nightl--whose
realms are peopled with visions and
apparitions formless and undefiled.
!Hghtl whose habiliments are shadows J
and whose robes are shades. Night!
whose pavillion is spread in the
regions of darkness, and whose throne
is erected in the dominions of gloom.
Aye, silent, mysterioQs night, well
I love thy region, whether plaoid or
conVQlsed--in oalm or tempest, in
storm or tranqQillity, it matters not;
for thoQ art grand, and holy, and
sQblime and religioU8; and 'tis still
through thy mQte syllables, 0 night!
that the great I AM speaks to the
universeS 122
Night sets the atmosphere
There is someth iug awfQl1y
indefinite at all times in the thiok
impenetrable gloom of night:--bQt
when that gloom is armed with terrors,
and big with dangers, to whioh the
very impossibility of ascertaining
their extent adds tenfold in the
i~~gination, then it is that we tr~l~
l'~
feel the fQll amount of its awfQlness.-- 2~
This dark

atmos~here re~Qired

by the Gothic hero made hirr: au.ffer

from exposu.re to light.fhis dark atmosphere is charged with nervou.sness.
The hero in "The Dark li;.onk: of Al Pendurada."
and

124

was wrapped in

aI.

black coat

black hat and paced in sgi tation as he waited for the droi.lsy-eyed

"The Oapture and the Rescue/A Tale of the Dark and Bloody GroQUd,"
SOQthern Ladies Companion, Vol. I, (1848), p. 192-19~.
"Allan 1<:' Tavish," The Casket, (l8~4), p. 149.
The Golden Rule, Vol. VII, (1847), p. 131.
~

-

-
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castle sexton to answer hi s strance knock on the door.
heroes rode like that Gothic hero;

l~ot

all Gothic

some rode in magnificence with their

horses bedeckeri in scarlet flowing ri bbons. 125

It was u.sually stormy when

they rode, and they rode hard and fast to avoid or to negotiate desperate
a.ctions.
The titles of the Gothic tales show the kind of pers ons who were
considered by the Lady Book writers a.s proper subjects, for Gothic tales:
tIThe Idiot," 126 "The Pirate, l1 l27
'IThe Nitch, ,,130
"'lIhe N.a.niac, 11

If

The Forger, 11128

ttThe Dying Robber, ,,131

133

and

11

"'l1he Lunatic, "129

"The Hermit of The Rock, ,,132

Jose Mari a/'llhe Great Spanish RObber. tt l34

The Gothic heroes were so shaded into the atmosphere of the
tales that the reader could not distinguish them from the scenery in
which they strOde.

They generally had singular aspects, walked strangely

and wildly, had finely formed majestiC faces, flashed fiery eyes, and

bore thew$elves with fearful mien.

'lIhey may have had wounded spirits,

which were the gasping outbreathing of send ti ve but desolate hearts.
The author of ttThe Birthday PrOphecyn135

was more condescending than most

125. "The Prior Anselm's Lute, 11 Waldie's Port Folio, (1835), p. 179.
126. The Amateur, Vol. I, (1833), p. 40. ----127. Th'e Monitor, Vol. II, (1824), p. 200.
128. The Atlas, Vol. III, (1830-31), p. 126 0
129. TIieCasket, (1834), p. 116.
130. Ibid., p. 334.
131. 1h! Christian Family Annual, Vol. III, {1842}, p. 103.
132. ~ Philadelphia Visiter, Vol. I, (1835), p. 418.
133. The Bower of Taste, Vol. III, (1830) p. 102.
134. The Literaq American, (1849), p. 265.
135. !he~American ""uarterly N.tagazine, Vol. V, (1835), p. 2940
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Gothic authors in that she spotlighted her hero.

He had

••• long, black and neglected
hair (that) hWlg in clusters around
a brow of death's own hue; his dark
and severe eyes look forth on heaven
and earth ••• bis sallow cheek ••• the
history of a tired and forsaken but
still haughty spirit was written there •••
Every feature of his wrought, pale and
most intellectual countenanoe ••• inspired
by centuries of thought, and feeling,
and agony ••• l36
The man was like a shattered rock.
fierce passions.

He had a broken heart, coupled with

There was nothing in his noble nature to brighten up

the future that promised destrwction.
eye, cheek, and brow.

There was beauty of RUIN upon lip,

Besides his Byronic dress, he had a singular

object whioh identified him from other Byronic heroes.

He had a pilgrim's

polished staff--though not to aid his gait, for he had strength in his
limbs.

He had a mission to perfor.m and
••• ere the twilight bad deepened
into darkness, he stood upon the last
cliff of Warwick Mountain, and paused
and gazed upon the hamlet that lay 137
scattered along the valley beneath.
The bleak-black coloring of the Gothic artists suited the dark

aota the heroes perfonned.
hue

136.
137.

138.

The hero Ugolino

that flowed in dark ringlets.

138

had locks of dark chestnut

His face was chiseled in the finest

Ibid.
"The Birthday Prophecy," North American Quarter1l
p. 294.

Grahams, Vol. XIX, (1841), p. 280.

~~azine,
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and most classical shape. and was rendered highly ex,pressi ve
rolling sparkling eyes.

by his

His eyes h&d a peculiar quality of mirroring

Vesuvius before its eruption.
lavish with their colors.

However, some Gothio authors were more

The hero Colonna, in "Colon.na. The Painter u139

had a livid yellow face, and black eyes set in a death stare.
All of the mysteri ous Gothic heroes were poured from the same
Gothic flask.
forehead.

They all had the erect form, the dark eye, and the noble

The Greek

ch~racter

in the Gothic-Oriental tale "The City of

the Sultan H140 was quite characteristic of the general group of Byronic
heroes.

When he fine.lly abandoned sel f-exlle from a dungeon in a dark

minaret, he was pale and haggard, his locks dank with moisture.
Another Eastern hero was found in a Casbah-like cafe.

Some

Q.u.esti on aro se in the author's mirld Wheth er he was Greek or blUssulman.
The au.thor was certain, however, that in this character there was something above the common because he had NOBILITY stamped on his high
forehead. 141
The costu.mery of
mask.

t~e

Byronic hero was incomplete withotl.t the

It was one of the most important ganaents of stock Gothio dress.

Instead of wasting descriptive powers on the chara.cter's physiognomy,
the authors simply dressed them in masks.

139.
140.

141.

About one hundred smugglers

Afe,

Little's Livplg
Vol. VII, (1845), p. 395.
The Cask et, 1838, p. 32.
"Romantic and. Fearful Adventure," The Spirit of The Times, Vol. X,
(1840), p. 50.
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in the story of "The smueglers,,142 were more indi vidu.alistically festooned.
They were draped in black GREFE masks.
Some of the Gothic characters were not 91 im of figure and
possessed agility of the panther.
One was found who
T~O

he~

Some were of very formidable framework.

HercQlean shoQlders and fists as large as a FORTY-

POUND BALE; his ohest and arms were as strong as bronze;

brows resembled the WI1~GS OF THE 11AVENl

his eye

l43

They COQld be very Qfipleasant fellows--these Gothic characterso
They were rQde when distQrbed, and insolent when thwarted.
fierce passions in their breasts.
but ferocioQs beasts.

They bred

8hen aroQsed, they were like sQlking

They laQghed lOQd fiendish laQghs, and they smiled

SOQ1-crQshing smiles.
The classic description of a Gothic hero in the periodicals
examined was the forlorn romantic hero who sat under a gnarled old oak
tree.

He had a pale lean hand and thin white locks that trembled in the

breeze.

He was aged and fQrrowed
••• with deep lines QPon his
brow. He resembled an ancient tower,
whose discolored stones, creeping' ivy,
and mOQldered wall, marked the stealthy
footsteps of gradQal decay; but the
wide breach, and shattered battlements ••• gave demonstration strong that 144
the hand of violenoe ••• (had) been bQsy.

The New York Visiter, Vol. I, (1840), p. 15.
Ibid:--"The Test of Blood, It The Columbian J...ady' S ~ Gentleman's Kagazine,
Vol. III, (1845), p. ~.
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The Byronio male characters had
Gothio art than did the women.
lines of art.

J~st

them more

abo~t

The women were

b~ilt

of

s~ggestion

according to classio

as there was no compromise in the American Puritan

mind, there was no oompromise in the

text~re

of the Gothic tales.

The

black charaoterizations of the men were opposed to the gentle white
charaoterizations of the women.

The women were more

virt~o~s

than the

men were wicked, bQt the contrast was evidently an artistio device to
emphasize the oontrast.
The ladies in the Lady Book Gothic tales were also Byronio.
were

sat~rated

with sensibility, and addicted to fainting illnesses.

had high and lofty brows, dark brown hair, and soft
in

m~sical

They

bl~e

eyes;

tones, and carried themselves with majestio mien.

They

they spoke
The paleness

of their brows was in keeping with the frigid oastle atmosphere in which
the

~thors ~s~ally

plaoed them.

These

shades of moonlight and often beoame

bea~tif~l

grotesq~ely

castle women kept to the

white from

moon-b~rn.

With their long black silk-fringed eyelashes 145 they were as lovely as ever
a Byronic man

wo~ld

wish his gaze to dwell and to linger

~pon.

not all Gothio women were designed along classical lines.
women were

fo~nd

l46

Some Nordic

in the Lady Books who had golden strands of hair in addi-

tion to their dazzling oomplexions.
donna.

However,

One was fit model for a Raphael

1~

Altho~gh all the Gothio women ~sed the same bea~ty treatments,

"The City of the S~l tan, tt The Casket, ( 1838 ), p. 32.
"Falkenstein," ~ Corsair, 1[01. I, (1839), p. 133.
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some went to extremes.
qlmvnT

_itJU'

th e grot:l.nd , 147

They would let their hair grow until it almost
bQt they often netlected to medicate their eyes.

'Pheir eyes were usually blue-black, and flashed in strangeness because
they had sweetness in thei r souls.
look in her eyes.

She knocked

Oil t

148

One lady had a most devastating

her poor mal e iJartner with that look!

••• on a low mat, lay a poor,
emaciated form, ap~arently groaning
in a trollbled sleep. I drew near,
and as the women reentered with a
lamp, I was stmck wi th astonishment.
The face was ~ale, but interEsting;
th e eye-lid s were of a dark pllrple,
;J.nd the cheek hollow. lressing his
lips as if to nerve him to some
imaginary confl ict, he opened his
eyes full upon me, as the light shone
over his lowly pallet. Eever shall I
fo rget t hat look! The blood rue hed
rapidly to his high forehead--it
retreated again to his heart, and left
him deadly pale. 149
There were two features of Gothic women that were little
menti oned in the tales.

Undoubtedly they had dainty hands, for :Byron

would have none of them if they did not;
a close picture of these hands they were
the,y had. TAPEiliID FAN-LIKE l!'mGj;RSo 150

however, when the reader got
~uite

unusual, espeCially if

The other fel'l.ti.l.re of the Gothic

Byronic women seldom described wes their dress.

',Ilhey always wore white

147.
148.
149.

150.

"Romantic and Fearful Mventu.re. tI The Spirit.£! ~ Times, p. 50.
"The Fortunes of So Southem Family," Grahams, Vol. XXXII, (1848),
p. 339.
I~verard Graham," The Casket, (1831), p. 299.
~exican Jealousie:W-Grahams, Vol. XXXIII, (1850), p. 173.
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dresses, and because these women were always in distress, they were
wrinkled and disordered. 15l
If ever they spoke--they were strange sort of women--they spoke

in low tones.

Exceptions always occurred in the Gothic tales, and these

low tones often became shrill and discordant if the ladies were alarmed,
terrified, or horrified.
A Gothic woman was seldom indelicate, but one named Fatima was

a wretch!

She was faithless to her Turkish husband.

He hired two

executioners to kill her, but even then she was not easily subdued.
men were called to do the job.

More

When she finally capitulated she gurgled

in a frightful spasm that sent the men hurling into spacel

152

Generally, the Gothic women were of noble birth:
It was night, and Isabel was
alone in her dungeon. The gloomy
stone wall looked still more dismal
by the dim light of a single lamp
hung from the ceiling, and the
rude bench on which the prisoner
was seated contrasted strongly with
the luxury by which she had from
infanc~ been surrounded o l5~';
They were all trained in social graces and aspired to marry into nobility.
The Barons preferred it that way.
wanted bourgeoisie ladies.

Examples were found where these Barons

Nevertheless, even those bourgeoisie ladies

151.
152.
153.

ttRomantic and Fearful Adventure, tl The S1iri t of the Times, p. 50.
"City of the Sultan," The Casket, Ti'838 p. 3Mr
"The Castillian Princess," The Columbian Lady's and Gentleman's
Magazine, Vol. VII, (l847),p.i47 o
-
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from the Lad.y Books were well educated and spoke intelligently.
enthusiastic Lady Book writers
intelligence.

l54

Some

made the Gothic ladies with SERAPHIC

However, the "Blue Beard Barons" reigned supreme in the

oastles and they talked only to the women when the barons were manufacturing knavery to injure their ladies.
The Lady Book writers riveted attention on those cruel men.
They were very temperamental men:

they were well-behaved when things

went well in the castles, but when things went wrong, they became knotted
with wrath.

Their personalities fitted them into the ?re-Shakesperean
155
category of the "humors" characters.
A good baron like old Sir Henry in "The .Baronet's Bride lt156

was hard to find in the Lady Books.

In this tale Sir Henry entertained

a guest who went mad one afternoon and ran wildly from the €:Aests and
out of Sir
him.

Henry~s

garden.

Sir Henry, agile for his years, leaped after

He bourned along
••• over a hi~ fence, and sped
across a field, amidst the almost
imj?ervious gloom of evening, with
steps such as those of the monster
Frankenstein. 157

Sir Henry's studious life should have knocked more

coa~on

sense into his

hea.d, bu.t he continued hot in chase after the mad fugtti vee

154.
155.
156.
157.

'Twas a

"Love's Last 3upper," Grahams, Vol. XXXI, (1847), p. 2.
Clara F. McIntyre, HlwA, (December, 1921), "Were the Gothic Novels
'Gothic', tt p. 646. The Casket, (1834), p. 257.
Ibid., p. 258.
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dreadful evening for Sir Henry!

When he had trailed the mad-man for

two miles over the most dreadful kind of terrain, thA mad-man suddenly
turned and brought Sir Henry to his knees with a wild knuckling blow.
However, Sir Henry was of courageous parts.

He recovered his dignity,

ani scampered up into the great Elm Tree after the mad-man.

A crashing

sound was soon heard among the branches and the heavy body of Sir Henry
was sent bleeding to the ground.
Most noblemen would disdain to exhaust their valor upon such
trifles.

They had done momentous deeds of chivalry on battlefields or

in "da.rnned chambers" once they reti red from acti ve life.

It was a hard

world for these spirited men, for the world seldom recognized their
heroicso

Many became embittered because of this misunderstanding world

a.nd nll.rtured oruel ty in thei r heart.

Weird. legends spread among the

peasants about their returned castle lords.

The peasants

echoed the tales

smon€; the gray walls and the black forests.

This mysterious quality that

wa.s built around the nobles was encouraged by the nobles themselves, for
they kept their vassals at a distance and they were made to quail beneath
the nobleman's fierce eyes.

The vassals trembled when the master of the

castle spoke wi th a deep vo ice that caromed

0

ff the vault ed wall s.

They

were so cruel, that many of those with whom they dealt wished to bury their

dl.ggers in their blood, but the mantle of superstition around them kept
nen the most da.ring hand withered

-

168, ~ Casket, (l830), p. 449.

158

from the murderous

thought~

59
The vast legends of Pagan ant iquity and medieval romance
enfeebled the powers of real ism in the reader's mind.

Nhen the La.d.y Book

writers trRated realism, it was shockingly realistic.

In the tale of

"Merry Terry, tt1 59 the author impressed the gruesome details of 1<:erry
Terry's butchering of a poor wretch.
the man his face was a shapeless mass.

When Merry Terry was finished with
The man's black tongue

lolled out of his mouth like
his eyes, blood-shot and
glassy, protruded a full inch from
their sockets ••• lGO
o ••

a dog'si

The stories of old Sir Henr,Y and omel 1.:erry Terry were extremes
in characterization.

The Gothic tales usually just had "gloomy characters.

This type of chare,cter languished in love:
1:a,ude's love dawned in his
bosom, and every s anbre idea was
eolipsed by its d~zzline r~ys.
lacole, the beautiful Uicole--She
haun.ted him 1:'1 his dreams, in his
meititcltions, even in his pra:rers;
and if he could only catch a glimpse
of her as she crossed like a s~irit
before him, it was for him a day of
happiness. He then thought himself
delivered, am oh! how dea.rly he
loved the object who had dissipated
the horrid phantoms and gloomy
terrors of his i~agination; often
did he steal toward her and bless
her in the soft lanbuage of love. 161
',Yhen time carne for noblemen to live in houses and. not in ca.stles,
ever Y renegade noble from th e middl e ag'es changed costume and. s tamped. the

159.
160.
161.

Ibid.
Ibid.
~
'.l:he ~~ecroma.ncer,"

~

) p. 519 0
Casket, ( 1838,
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city streets in oompetition with every potential Rogue l62 that the oities
had made.

Every rake on the road.

l63

into the fQrnitQre of the Gothic tale.

and every swaggering gob

l64

fitted

The tales were still sentimental,

bQt the'y were sentimentally spla.shed with su.lphQr and lavendar, hot pitch
Cologne.

165

The tales had beoome sentimentally Satanic.
167
This mixtQre of horror and stQpidity awakened the Anglo-Saxon race.
~~

and

For the Lady Book writers these new characters aymbolized a type tha.t wa.s
useful in the Gothic tales, and the Rogues and the Barons vied among the
Gothic tales for popularity.

The Tales were glutted with foot-pads, and

wind-pipe slitters,168 robbers, thieves, pirates, lunatios, smugglers, and.
housebreakers of sundry descriptiofiSe

It was refereshing to meet

Byronic hero, like the Indian in "The .Birthday propheOy"l69
alone in America's forgotten Gothio hills.

~

pure

who wandered

This particular Byronic Indian

would have none of the Qgly business of sordid ci ty

life~

He wanted

.uto be remote from meno .. like
a shlpwrecked mariner on the ooean
rook, beholding the billows and he~r
ing the rush and fury of their vest
approaoh, without the power to flee

162

0

163.

164.
165.
166.
167.
166.
169.

"1?he .domanoe of Rasoal i ty, ft ~ Young Americans }{:a.gaz ine, Vol. I,
( 1847 ), p. 257.
"The Liter9.ture of H1..Ul1bug," lbid., p. 317.
Ibid.
O~. Cit., p. 259.
Ibid., p. 258
Ibid.
Ibid.
The North American ",uarterly lCagazine, (1838), p. 295.
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from the destruction, thoQgh
consci OQ9 tha. t when they broke,
his corse (wOQld) float and welter
in th~ boundless and Qnfathomed
deep.170
He fe1 t he was not justified to leave hi s tepee, brlt the Qrge to be a mystic was too great to be repQlsed by practical thoQghts.
ages past brooded in his breast.

The mysteries of

He WOQld peer into the fQtQre;

he WOQld

call God from his high blQff in the hills:

o ye irresistible decrees
of incomprehensible destiny! ~hy
do ye hold before my shrinking
gaze a geniQs that might command
the world's applaQse--a mind
capacious to receive all knowledfe
not forbidden by OQr natQreu. 17
It was the Indian's Calvinist jQdgment, he COQld not escape his fate.

It

was an irrevocable decree, a decree that was
oo.the judgement of the Holy
One upon all who dared to search
OQt the mysteries of His Kingdom,
and desired to cO~Drehend the
Incomprehensible. 172
Sermonizing throQghoQt American litera.ture was pOPQlar since the
days when the Puritans heard the thWldering opinions of
Edwards, and the

N~thers.

'iYi~glesworth,

The Lady Book writers were also concerned with

instructing American souls, for numerOQS introductory paragraphs in the
Gothic tales showed this tendencyo

170.
171.
172.

Ibid., p. 296 •
Ibid.
Ibid., p. 29 5 •
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Notwithstanding their obvious moral

62

intention, it is more than conjecture that these prefatory remarks in
the Gothic tales weve designed to sustain an interest in the Gothic
Romance literature, at a time when sympathetic publishers flooded the
literary market with the ever-popular novels of Sensibility and short
stories of Sensibility that were taken to the bosoms of thousands of
Americans who exhausd energy looking for an object upon which to

d~si~te

tears.
Another Indian Was found in the Lady Books who was good competition for the previously mentioned Byronic Indian who stood on the
mountain.
Tale u173
blackened;

This other Indian in "st. Herbert/Or the Victims of Prejudice/.
stepped out from nowhere to tell the reader that the sky was
the lightning crooked

~d

that the winds howled over the lake.

shone among the bursting clouds;
Then he spoke:

0 • • 1 clambered to the top of
the highest rocks, and called to
the heavy rains to beat me off •••
The tempest passed•• ,and the last
voice of the thunder groaned among
the mountains. 174

More sympathy was felt for this Indian because he was mad:
0 0 . I ran into the woods;
"I
will let the wild beast devour
me," ••• but I terrified them with
my fierceness, and even the HUNGRY

173. The Ladies Miscellany, Vol. XIII, (1811), p. 167.
174. .ill,!o
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bear and the blood drinking FA,N'fHER
fled ~ffrighted from my presence;
I
rushed like a whirlwind from place to
place, and before one moon had faded away,
I had drunk of the waters of the NIAGARA,
and been drenched in the mists that hover
over the COHOES ••• I had eaten herbs upon
the blue mountains of TOKANOE, and had
slept upon the ALLEGHAMAN ridges. 175
Soliloquizing was characteristic of many dramatic Byrrulic heroes.
They moved throughout the tdes like puppets on strings
creatures who spoke grandiloquentlyo
even

0

They were stiff

The atmosphere made these speeches

more dramatic:
000
• • • You and
I, sir, have
crossed each other's path, 176

said the hero in & gloomy part of the forest where creatures moved the
leafy foliage but where they could not be seen
o.oin whatmanner ••• when or
where is of no consequence ••• my
name and character are of still
less concern ••• one of us must die.
This will tell the rest, take
your cho ice. 177
he said to his astonished visitor as he lifted the lid of a dish, uncovering a pair of pistols.
The Lady writers fou..nd. some actions too terrible for words.
They cOllld dispense with words under certain concUtions, however, for who

175.
176.
177.

Ibid.
The Phil6delphia. Visiter, Vol. I. (1836), p. 17.
Ibid.
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cOllld speak: if he were awakened from sou.nd sleep embraced by a gru,'3some
stranger?

But, Gothic heroes had epitomized bravery.

The a.othic hero

\'¥ho was locked in the anna of the stranger had J:,resence of mind and he
would have plunged his disk
••• into the heart of the stranger,
who perceiving his intentions hastily
withdrew back, and displaying hi~
bosom already weltering in goreo l 8
The Byronic heroes kept the horror situations well under
control in the Gothic tales.

They held the keys to the secret closets,

and the formulae for the false panels.
fate eluded them.

Yet, life was hollow for some, for

r,[lbey cursed their fate:
••• with him abided the curse of
a prophetic spirit ••• of a spirit
which kne~ every coming evil, and
terror; the agony of men who gathered.
tha wormwood and gall of the maddening
cup.179

But, they must drink from the rr.addenine cup for
utlcertainty brooded like
the angel of death, over a.n unknown
and. UnCOtnl)rehended fateo l80
• <I.

.1 satisfied servant like Hugo in "Elancbe Neville

to find.

lt181

was hard

Bveryone in the Gothic tales fOLUld someUii!'l€' to conplain about.

Few characters were faitLful to their bond, btJ_t Hugo watched over his

178.
179.
180.
181.

ttThe Lady of Dunteme Castle," The l~ew York Visl tor, Vol. I,
(1840 l, fi. 6 0
- "The Birthday Prophecy," ~ North 1t..merican "uarterl; l!b.gazine,
(1838), p. 295.
Ibido
Grahams, Vol. XXVII, (1841), p. 57.
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master like a watch-doe, especially at the palace da.nces when he would
station himself in the garden in full view of the dance.

He loved his

lordship:
••• when his master's form
fit tted by in the dance, he suddenly

unfolded his arms and stretched them
out with a sort of wild eaeerness, as
i f prompted to withdraw that beloved
object from some impending danger. l82
There was ulways danger somewhere in the air for the Gothic
heroes, but the greatest dangers were madness or excessive drinking.

Some

of the Lady Books crusaded for temperance, pointing to the effects of
liquor on the hwnan mine..:
His mind is a chaos of darkness, his intellect is disordered •••
and the deep, the impenetrable gloom
of in!~ity rests upon his benighted
mind ..
The heroes had overwhelming passions which
able to control.
died nobly.

the~

were never

However, they were noblemen, and when they died, they

Few died for love:
••• the young man grasped a
lance and kneeling befo~ a picture
of the Virgin vowed to redeem his
honor. As he prono~ced the vow he
fell back exhau.sted by the excess
of passionate emotion. Carefully
and affectionately he was raised by
a faithful serviter, who, as he bent

Ibido

"1i1rs~ N-----;

A. ;;)ketch,"

~

Casket,

(18~5),

p. 28.
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over his lord with cheeks blanched
and hair frosted by many winters,
was no unfit representative of the
King of Terror claiminf a new subject
for his shadowy realm. 84
None of the old castle lords would die like a modern Gothic hero •
••• matted by the damps of
death, having hair that fell heavily
over a low, ridged and quivering
brow whioh coiled like wreathing
serpents; eyes maniacal in •••
horrible expression••• thick sensual
lips worked over into ~hastlY smiles
and sardonic sneer••• l 5
It was unthinkable for a lord of the castle to die in an unhonored grave.

Herman, in "The Fatal Wager, ,,186 unhonored a nobleman's

tomb one night in an attempt to get the money with which the nobleman had
been buried.

When the churohyard bell tolled, he felt the hand of justice

on his shoulders, and quickly drawing his dagger he rushed down the vault
steps where he pounoed on a mouldering coffin.

The eoho of his dagger

upon the coffin sounded as if a skeleton in the vault had fallen asunder.
When the side of the coffin rattled, he tried to flee, but he could not
flee.

He was pinned to the coffin by the point of his own da.gger.

Herman felt he was in the power of demons.
head.

Death came with horror to his oountenance;

from their sockets;

184.
185.
186.

His hair bristled on his

his lips were firmly compressed.

his eyes started
There were no

"The Knight of Lori, tt The Columbian Lady's and Gentleman's NJaga.zine,
Vol. III, (1845), p. 38.
"The Last Confessions of a Libeller, tt The North American ~ua.rterly
Ma.~azine, Vol. V, (l835), p. 140.
-The Casket, (1838), p. 524.
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do~bts

in the minds of the peasants that Herman deserved his death for

no hwman in & Gothic story had the prerogative of stealing from a
nobleman's tomb.
The modern Gothio
the

a~thors

of the tales.

ro~e

demanded more genteel treatment from

An idealized rogae in the Gothic tales was a

rogQe who wore kid gloves. for daggers were oQtmoded.
wizened rogQe knock

o~t

one's brains wi ttl a

c~dgel

when the ladi es

be bamboozled with heated 'Norda or legel ser ipts?l87
office of swords. daggers, stilettos, and rocks.
weapons.

168

Why shoQld a

Blarney did the

Bludgeons were

o~tmoded

They did not have to kill a woman with horror chains.

raised eye brow at a ladY of sensibility sent her

co~ld

st~bling

a

for the castle

dQngeons.
The type of woman who was the Gothic heroine in the
was not easily

distin~~ishable

.ao~e

ta.le

from the heroine in the Tale of Sensibility.

The women made by the La.d,y Book writers always paraded in an atmosphere
char.:;ed wi th sensibility.

Eloine Abbess in "l'he Fatal .wager,,189 was an

exception to the timii ladY fictionalized by the Lady Book writers. for she
was the cruelest lad.)! in the body of Gothic tales eXMlined between the
years 1800 am 1850.

W.hen Eloine Abbess was a yOQng maid she saw her

tather die in a dungeon.

'rhe crQel Lor,i Gelvin knew the father's weakness

tor gold and fed the father sold u.ntil he had nothine to eat

187.
188.

189.

"The Literatu.re of H~bug.tt
Ibid.
The Ca.sket, (1638), p. 524.

---=.;...;..

p. 318.

b~t

gems and

68.

golden sand.

Years later Eloine Abbess met Lord Gelvin who had accidental-

ly lost his way in the woods near her convent.

He be€ged for food and

lodgings and Eloine Abbess lodged him in a dungeon from w.hich there was no
escape.

This was sweet revenge for Eloineo

She treated Lord. Gelvin the

same as he had treated her father when she was a child.

She lowered his

food to him in a basket filled with rich red wines and rich smoked foods o
Lord Gelvin went made, but Eloine Abbess kept feeding him the rich drinks
until in desperation Gelvin drank the blood of toads and other bloated
and crawling things.

Eloine

~bbesst

revenge was complete when the

scorpion poisoned him.
Gothic women were usually not as crael as Eloine Abbess.
were melancholy and sensitive;

they adorned moods of

The pict1.l.re of a woman sitting alone in

cally~

So

mel~choly

They

artisti-

garden did not make a

Gothic picture, but with the added details of winds that moaned around her
CASEJ.:Elfr

l90 the picture became a Gothic picture.

The best Gothic stories

were well-knit tapestries and the threads of medieval romance found communication by virtue of their fancied appeal.

The story-telling

were expository, but the color of the whole Gothic
sugge~tion.

p~norama

techni~ues

was rich in

If the mood in the Gothic tales was destroyed, the tapestries

were blurred ..
The Gothic women coL1.l.d hardly be analyzed.

They were myopically

feminine, and often went mad by tu.rning into wi tohes, fa.i ries, or miasmic

190.

"The Father's Blessing," Gra.hams, Vol XVIII, (1841) p. 132 0
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creat.lres o
temer;

Heartbreak eOllld oft9ll. send them to t.n early grave.

they dampened their pillows 7.1 th crocodile tears.

their account was jerked into the stories too often.

They were

Pathos on

Only a real Gothic

Jllllette was just Hied in throwing herself into a stream.

In the story of

"The Spectre Knight, ,,191 a masked boatman was rowine Ju.liette down an
Italian stream that glimmered in the romantic moonligrlt.
man ptanding

water.

The maskeel boat-

in the prow of the boat cast a commanding shadow far into the

Juliette loved this bla.ck-mentloo. gentleman, and acting under

imp1.llse, rtloshed forward to his arms.
the strs.nger's face,

Ei.."ld

Su.ddenly the mantle faded away from

his mask rolled away.

Frail Ju.liette fo,wd

herself cla.sped by a hideollS ghastly skeleton Viho pulled her into his
bony embrace.
The reader eou.ld not dou.bt the s inc ere sufferinb of the Gothic
They had trials and :nisfortllnes..

women.

The;,' su.ffered so en-ally that

some stepped Ollot of the Gothic stories and wrote short stories o

The good

woman who wrote "Isabel L ____ ,,192 hid. her own idAntity behind the signatllre (a) because she felt that her heroine's sufferings app!'oxim9.ted her
own suffedugso

She wanted to sketch her heroine's su.fferit1t;s, ollt her

story was too
sloomy to enlarge on. There
t~~th in the history
of this u.nfortu.nate female, to ~ermit
(I • •

(was) too much

191.
192.

:rhe Ctisket. (1837), p. 261.
'.rhe .......
Caa.'i(et. (1834), .fl. 499"
..;..;.~

-
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the wr~~er to be very eloquent in
descriclng her tropbleso 193
Blooming-cheeked ,•.nd rosy-mollthed. clear-e.Yed o.n.d soft eselashed Sophie of "The Royal I,'arria.ge, ,,194 sat in her huge Gothic chair, a
very unpleasa.nt sight.
unhapp~;

~he we~t

in the faint lY.lrr:le twllieht.

She was

about her pre-arrarlbed marrit:..Ge ond she did not care whether her

eyelashes ';vere wOAKiID or noto 195

The frenzied heroine of ":rhe Exile" l96

was less demu.re thlill Sophie, for sh e shed tears in 'rOjiliiiJaJ,;).

Lady Anne's

teurs flowed in copious FL00D~ in "ilt'le J3aronet's Bride.,tl

Sabina's

197

hea.rt was agonized in th e extreme, her whole frame shook, and the COLD
198

drops PACJiID down her forehead.
tale~

tte Gothic

So important were te!::.rs

t~

the progress of

that the old talee arou.nd the years 1812 ilrovided

sreclal. wings in the superstru.ctll.res of the castles 199 where the 1&.die5

cou.ld die with sens ibn it~ or wi th frigh to

Those tears we re induced by

severa.l methOis throu'ghout the tales, but CRGAN mu.sic had the ereatest
tear-produ.cing capabilitoYo

The organ loft v'Jas situated. sorne1."here between

the thi rd a'1.Q fourth sub-basemen tso

Its stratee;ic position would cause

one thro!;a.ty ohord to vibrate throughol.4t the entire ca.stle.

If

8.

wandering

ca.stle lad,)' was caught in the mouldering snake-like pas;'at,eways of the
castle and some mysteriou.s stranger struck a chord on the orEan, it "Nou.1d

193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.

-

Ibid.,

' lite Casket. (1838), ,p_ 101-

Ibld.
The ?hilade1phia Visl ter, Vol. II, .p. 103.
~he Casket, (1834) p. 2420

.2l;..

Cit.

Shilling Shockers

.2£ ~

Gothic ;;)choo1, p. 24.
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vibra.te through the lady's oodies and penetrs.te the lachryma.l tissu.es.
Tea.rs would flow in abunQrunce.
In fair weather the we 11 thy Gothic lad iE's pla.med garden festivalse

Dllring scme of these lavish fAstive.ls it was not extraordinary to

find French horns blending melancholy music a.t the u.nstrung ladies who
S)

bbed wi th frie;htflll flllidity.200

In the story of ":l:he Baronet's Bride tfQl

the plainti va melodies which floated on the breeze befitted the gloomy
s~rroundings

and the gloomy guests.

Before the heroine realized what was

happening, she sobbed aloud, and then the tears fell in nllme rical seq,u.ence:
It • • •

another and another forced its way."

With the refinement brollght

a.bout by improved conditions in America, the ladies in the Gothic tales
found more comfortable places in which to shed tears.

The mu.sic-loving

in one of the tales heard the strains of music coming from the

m~iden

garden;

she raised her NOBLE head from her piles of velvet cushions;

threw

back her clustered hair, and suspended her breathing while she listenedo

202

.It. . en the Lady Book writers reached out to the warmer climates
for material for their Gothic tales, the heroines they found. in .spain and
Latin ..:..merico. fOrMed with the women of the colder climates in the Ii:orthla.nds, a woman who was a mixtLlr9 of the cou.rtesan and the noble.
w~,en

The

in the torrid Gothic tales liked music as well as the castle women,

bu.t they brought on innovl\tion in tt.e Gothic tale in their taste for

200.
201.
202.

"The Baronet's Bride, tI ~ Casket, (1854:)

Ibid ..

-

Tb'Id.. ,

p. 243 ..

J

p. 2420
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guitar music.

203

There is a great difference between guitar music and

French horn music as previously mentioned, but there is a resemblance
between the guitar and the troubador harps that were played in the old
Gothio tal es.
!leath from shock should have been a common occurrenoe in the
Gothic tales, but the Lady Eook writers showed a respect for death that
was in oonformi ty wi th the hardships the people in America endured in the
years when the wild country presented problems to stoic pioneers who
needed courage in order to preserve life.

A few Gothic ladies in the

tales died dramatioally by jwnping into open graves or into oaverns, but
the majority of the tales either dismiss death entirely or treat of their
deaths in romantio yet realistio ways.
She was found seated in the ancient
blu i,.l groi.Uld, wi th her baok against a
broken grave stone, her locks white with
frost rime, seemingly vla-tohing wi th
intensity the road to the Kirk-yard. but
the spirit whieh gave life to the tairest
of a.ll the maids of Annanda.le was fled
forever. 204
It was s'tranLe that the Lady book writers should have beoome

so sentimental about death when theJ' wrote in a vein of 1 iterature that

stressed sensationali3Tl, and few of the heroes or heroines in the Gothic
tales died sensationally.

Death was a syrnbol of SOOJl and not an event

203.
204.

'l'he :Jasicet, (18:33), p. 546.
"Elpbin Erv ing, II ~ Casket, (1828), .l.J. ~04.
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that was improbable for :'0DAY, for the .d.merica of early nineteenth
Century was a.n America in which the people were tied realistically to
their familia.r earth o

205

r

CHAPTER III

TEE GOTHIO SCENERY

The wild romantic scenery of America symbolized to the Gothic
writers in

th~

Lady Books

til

kim of pictorial panorama. that moved them

into horror situations which theylcnew from personal experience.

The

early Americans knew the significance of the terrifying word FRONTIER,
and were inclined to speak reverently of

Americ~

scenery.

The Gothic

writers symbolized the wicked power of Nature, and the better Gothic tales
were filled with emotion.

Generally speaking, when the American frontier

'$-

broke down and local oolor regions developed alone the Mississippi and
Missouri Rivers,206

those Gothic short stor.)1 wr.iters who persisted in

l.':rs. Radcliffe's mOde wrote stories that betrayed their genlline feelings:
The gloomy forests around which
the branches of the ancient trees "\7I;a.ved
mou.rnfully to the blast, the deep glen
a.nd 'lofty mou.nt!i.ins we passed, at the
foot of which, the ri ver ru.shes with ita
thllndering sOllnd, forming a grand and
magnificent spectacle ••• 207 .
'rhere wa.s no legitimate reason why the American Gothic writers
nee(led to rely u.pon 111rso Radcliffe's Gothic School for material.

206.
207.

!!:! Early

.Iri tinss

2!

iunerica

Frederick Jackson Turner: The3iGuificance
American History, 1938, p. 196.
"l!he Tragic JiIirror, f! ~ l'.hiladel;')hia 1\:onthl; i'l.lbwn, Vol. I.
(1.340), po 267.

2.!. ~ Frontier 2.!:.
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75
was filled with traditions.

208

Every plain had its own wild story of

border trOu.ble,209 and every headland had its abClr1ginal legends. 210
Even patriotic American editors pleaded for a native

fy Americats

S~bgy

cliffs and haunted strEams.

liter3.~;~re

to glcri-

ihe Gothic short story

writers in the Lady Books sought profit and not an American literature.
The traditi ons tIn.. t were ever.,}'where in 1l..rnarica were not considered by

these lady vvri tars as tradi ti ons that some American
into a native American literatllre.
pen of a Scott to inmort~lize.21l

l'iri tel'

could develop

Tbey were tradi ti onsthat needed the
A few Gott.ic writers used the local

American scenery to advanttol.€:;e in tbeir tulea, but tr.ese, too, were
cluttered with old world Gothic decay.

There were not fifteen men of

talent in ~m€rica ~o could live from their pens,212 and the general body
of American Gothic literature was traitorous to the nationalistio American
literary movement.

Gothic tales were crarmled wi th descriptions ttat only

the lien of H&dcliffe cou.ld descriOe, or the pencil of Ch.u.de cou.11 de-

piet.

21~

;Jhen the frontier crumbled the American landscapes tottered.
and the American Gothic tales hecame obfu.scated in a fable-lore l1terature of old wo rId origin and sen timen t.

208.

.a

few Gothic writers who objected

"Gennan ?ol-,u.lar and 11'ra(U ti onal Literature, IT ~ Literar7 G;;..zette,

Vol. I, (1821), p. 637.

"~he Silver Diggers," Grahams, Vol. XVIII, (1841), p. 77.
"The Sagamore of Saco/A Legend of Ma.ine," Graha.ms, Vol. XXXIII,
(1848), p. 47.
211. ~. Oit.
212. "The Patrons of American Litera.ture," ~he North American "Ila.rterly
Magazine, Vol. VII, (1836), p. 339.
213. ''A Scene OIl the Susquehanna," Graha.rns, Vol. XXXIII, (1848), p. 275.

209.
210.

76
to the pageantry of' the Arabic household

2l4

and the fantasy of the

Radc1iffean castle were unable to oompete against the majority who
remained faithful to the foreign. themes.

The writers who chose medieval

themes were less expo sed to cr! tlcism, and had more chanoe to use their
imaginations 215 than if' they had chosen the themes of every-day reality.2l6
A great Amerioan Li teratu.re was expe'cted from a people lavished
with nature's gifts.
aroused.
ri verso

218

217

strange energies of thought were expeoted to be

There was grandeur in American mountains an1 beauty in its

.
!meri oa was a paradlse
on ear th , 219

and the Gothic writers were

om1scious of America's literary deacri2tive wealth:
range

220

was rQgged as the Alps;

in the world;
Eu.rope;222

221

the Mississippi was the sublimest river

the southern swamps

WE.S

manifest in the Gothic details.

Engli"h castle or French Itchateau.tt224

215.
215.
217.

218.
219.
220,
221.

were dismal as any gulf in

and the New England forests were black as GermanY's.223 but

the Eu.ropean bOlliage

214.

The Monongahela

Instead of the

the American Gothic writers called

"The Bridal of Trierma.in," ~ Monthly Recorder, 1814), p. 316.
IIlllhe .3la.ver," Grahams, Vol. XXXI, (1847), po 388.
"Romance of the Nineteenth Century, It !!!2. You.ng Arne rican's Magazine,
(1847), p. 212.
"Our Cou.ntry," ~ American Monthly 1/f.a.gazlne, Vol. V, (1849),
p. 48.
IbldCl
'ii"T.he Captive of York, tt Grahams, Vol. XXXV, (1849), p. 35.
"St1l1wood," The Ca.sket, {l835}, p. 20 fI
"A Night Soeneon the lUssisslppi," The Columbian La.dy's and.
Gentleman' s ~azine, Vol. VII, (1847), p. 810
"Georee N;aynor," Grahams, Vol. XXVI, (1845) p. 6.,
'''~ildhur,tf The Casket, (1835), p. 39.
"The Exile,;tp. 340.
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T.he mansions became "summerbollses,,226 and. later only
tbe t'hou.se,,227 remained o

.A. hal.Ulted hOllse in Georgia

228

was eerie as a

haunted. castle, bllt Georgia was Americc.n and .perh3.,PS more terrible from its
proximi ty.
These denatu.red Gothic tales, which sprung from the frontier
settlements, were branded by the Eu.ropee.n stamp of Gothic tradition.

The

fwnamental structure of the Amerioan Gothic tale sacrificed its Puritan
wildness and the terror-striking elements when the scenery was local ized.
The drama tic power of the Gothic ta.le c.epended upon the su.blimi ty of
wlldness 229 mixed with the lu.xuriance ruld horror of life and death. 230
They held the secret of life. 231

It was in the boldest descriptions of na.ttu'e that the prefrontier Gothic writers found freedom for the geniu.s of man.
would have nonect' the pu.ny descriptions of domestic writers.

232
233

They
The God of

natu. re to the Gothic writers was the old Puri t3.n God who wa.s looked llpon
as an Awfll1 power. 234

N'& t ure was a symb 0 1

0f

G0 d' s wra th....a
aUL Hi S war k s

viewed wi th the feeli11€,' of transcendan tal. glory and fear. 235

2250
226.
227.
228,

Gothic

"The Legend of Bu.ck Island, It The Caske t , ( 1834 ), p. 4.
"The ~ival Sisters," Grahams,Vol. XVIII, (1841), p. 15.
"The Doomei Faroil.)'," The :Soston Cu.1tlvator, Vol. XII, (la50), p. 189.
"The Haunted House inGeOrgia.," !h! Columbian La.dy's and Gentleman's
li,agazir:e, Vol. VI, (1846), ,i;'. 219"
"Geor,ge l.aynor," Grahams, p. 6.
Ibid ..
I'bfd~
"GeI'!nan Foplllar ani I'ra.di t i anal Li ter'ltllre," The Literary Gazette,
P.. 638 ..

":t'eter Br:l.sh,!! The Casket, (1836), p. 594.
Foerster, ~o Cit., PQ 14-15.
Ibid"

-
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characters were either good or bc.d and. if they were bad ns.ture punished

th em, 236

Or

t est i~
.
th emf! 237
,ded agaHlst

The black and white religious

character of the P~ritan mind found correspondence in the Gothic taleso 238
When it was dark in a Gothic t~le it was black;239
co 1d, it was Arti c co 1d;
night3;Z41

when it

W3.S

in the worst of seao;:ons;

240

Ivhen it was

So

when it was

bad night, it was the worst of

a bad ni;gtlt in·9o bad season, it was the worst night
242

and when it was a bad

it was thp. worst month of the WOI'st year

243

ni~t

in November,

that man or beast had ever

encou.llteredo
There was no arfee tien in the Gothic concept of nature.

The

sterrl Puritan Cod of Nature meted out retribu.tive ju.stice for sin, and
j~d6ing

from Micha.el .H.;gl esworth t s ''Day of Doom, II the maj ority of Puritans

were 3.ssl.f,'!1.ed a hot eternity before they rocked out of tLeir cradles.
Nat'-l.re reacted I'uri ta.llicc.lly when Georbe Caneron in tiThe Erother's
Cameron, ,.244 puzzled by an open [;rave, called
the doer of that fou.l deed.

There

WE-S YiO

01.l.t

to natLue to tell him

W1swer, bu.t George knew, for

when he looked up tt.e heavens ",vere black: with flying olouds.

245

Fdmunds,

See -'A Legend of Galwa.,y," The Atlas, (18~21, .II. 154.
See HEleanora de 110nthevi ne, It .£.h! L~i es :Ma\?&.zi ne ~ Album, (1849),
p. 123.
2~8.

"Goth ic: Architecbre," Arthu~r' s Magazi ne
p. 190.
"£'e'ter 3rusb, t1 The Ctlosket, ,p. 594.

Vol. II, (1844,),
239.

240.
241.
242.

'ibid.

24~.

IbId.

244.

_5.

Ibid.

-

Ibid.

-

Gr~lwns,

-

Ibid.

Vol. XXV, (1844), p. 212.

2! Elegant

Liter&tu.re,
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too, in "The Conscience Stricken 1J:an,,246 felt the h:l!1.d of the Nrathfu.l
God 1.'hen he felt the storm's fu.ry was being speflt on him alone.

Edward,

the Gothic killer, in tt.A Legend of Ga1way,tl 247 overtook Gomez in ~ garden
a.nd buried his dagger into Gomez Ol-lE IIUlmBED times;

the moon

:n owed

his horrible crime.

he knew his fate

Whl3D

Nature testified a,5E..inst Ogier's

companion in "Eleanora De Montheville"248 in the g-arden one moonlit night
'iihen the moon watched the companion place one hwld on a noble knight t S
head, and with the other plunge a. short rapier into his heart. 249
&.lch~ist

250

An

who would steal a miser's gold would feel the terrible hand

of God when the stonn blust forth wi th renewed vigor.

Even a P...E.:>iJIAN

soldier as in "Retrlbutlon,,251 would not escape unscathed i f he killed a
llhe mighty whip of ns. tu.re wOllld rend a tree asw1der
and kill the sold.ier in angero

252

Nature cou-ld get over-a.ngered, however,

and send q,uivering shafts of lightning to kill a woman about to be
2'-~

sedt)_c~

but the bad man would know the lightning was meant for him.

0 ..

?erhaps the Puri ta.n strain in the i}othic: tale
the appended mor::tl s.

Ju.st

~s

WOoS

best shown in

there was no compromise in the Puritan mind,

there was no compromise in the Gothic writer's view of !)atureo
l&.d.ies could not miss

246.
247.
248,
249.

250.
251.
252.
253.

The ;ioung

the obvioll.S moral tone of the tale of "Wild Frank's

~

LitereXf Port Folio, (1830), p. 137.
The Atlas, 1832) ,.p. 154.
The Ladl'3 1~gazine ~ Album, Vol II, (1849), p. 123.
Ibid ..
"The alchymist,tI r,LIhe Cc..sket, (1832), fl. 173.
The Casket, (1832),P. 173.

ThTd o

ttRetrihlltion," The Ca.sket, (1832), p. 173.
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Retu.rn. ,,254

Wild Frank lay sleeping wi th the reins of Black I'Tell, hie

spirited. steed, still in his hs.nds o

A. Gothically manufactured storm arose

and Bla-ck Nell dashed swift as an arrow madly down a hill dragging the
unfortuna te wretch behini.
imaginati va.

255

2 6
The editor of "AI-1ItIohdP' 5 was not so

Al-li.ohdi oourt-confined war:dered. into a flowere0. dell where

he pounced upon every shrub and flower as if they had spru.ng up by enc.hantmento

Occupie:l in his rapture, AI-J1ohdi did not see the storm brewing o

Beside himself and bereft of shelter he suffered for his pre-occupation
with l1.ature.

Then the moral was added to the storJ:
Never let the love of !love1ty
counteract reason; while we survey
the works of mture, which are cu.riollS
and new, we ShOll.ld act the pf'.rt of a
rational observ~r~ ~d not that of the
idiotic novice o 5

Gothic writers had little

\.l.ge

of

;.~ordsworthjan

ideas of natureo

They \rould rather have their Byronic heroes blasted. by cold New England
winds or whirled by a Mid.western cyclone

259

than have them in the balmy

woods plucking wild flowera. 260
The Gothic legacy that rll.ined American letters from 1800 to 1850

254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.

260.

The Northern Pioneer, Vol. I, (1848), p. 116.

rud.

't.U-Mohdi," The Monitor, (1824). p. 96.
Ibid., p. 13g:"On the Development of American Literatu.re from 1815-1833, "lith
Especial Reference to Periodicals, If .p. 21 ..
"The Chaplet of Pearls, tt ~ COlllm1jian Lady' 0 ~ Gentlems.n t s
Magazine, (1647), p. 236.
"Al-::"lohdi," ~.onitor, (1824), p. 139 0
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is fai r1y well-defined..lordsworth was too s1.tbtle for the American
ollsiness mano 261

Scott's reputation was in the subliterary novel class

of au thore who followed him.
Godwin' s

lu.r1dl~;

262

Charles

pictureag,ue, pl"'OdlJ.ced

Broeden Brown, working throllgh

~'Tlerica'

s first novels Edgar

Huntley and. iiie!&nd, both of which were Gothic. 263
ed a danger OllS 'ivr iter. 264
1'10 t

Rou.saea.u ',vas cons ider-

Coleridge's sup 8rhatural pb i l 0::; ophic tales did

..:a
1 op In
. t
t 'Arne
·
'.l.eve
,0 a I
c ear-eu.
r~can spec i ea. 21)5
-

Mrs.'Bad c lOff
~
e and th e

Eng1 isb train of Gothic machinists were mentioned lovinzly
writerso
tion o 267

266

1);),

the Gothic

The Pu.ritan's love of nature was manifest after the Revolu-

Legends were considered stuff from which a natIve k.n:erican

11 terat'J.re was to be made.

268

Irvillg was popUlar, and a t rs.itor to legend.-

lore of America, and Lord Byron was the Gothic Champion of a democrs.ticloving poopleo

269.

The America of 1800-1850 w/?;,s an fo.ce of ambiti on and gain. 270
The million American periodical reaO<3rs wanted highly seasoned fOod.

261.
262.

263.

264.
265.

266.
267.

268.
269.

270.
271.

271

Cairns, 2R.•...£.!!", p. 910
William Bacbns.n, Some German Imitators £! 'Ivalter Scott: ~ Attempt
!£. Evaluate ~ rii'fiU:'ence £! Scott ~~ Jubliterary Novel.9!~
EarlJ Nineteenth Centtlry ..!..!!. Gennan,?, p. 2-120
~ Cllrrents .!!!. American Thought~ po 190 ..
Cairns, 2R.. ~.
Ibid.
!lAo Scene On the Susquehanna, If Grahams, Vol. XXXIII, (HI48), p. 275.
Ma.ry E. fVoolley, ft'~he Development of the Love of Romantic Scenery
in .ll.,me r1 ca, tf The Historical .Review, Vol. Ill, No. i, (1897), p. 66.
ttWa1ter Forrest," lhe Casket, (1827), p. 203.
Ca.ims, .9l:.o Cit. p. 21.
"1~ational Liter8,ture," The Casket, (1837). p. 467.
"Review," ~ Literary GaZette, (1821), p. 110.
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A~ early a.s 1803, the Gothic ta.les were classed with ches.p romances 272 that
inflsmed the heart
trash in them. 275
.

AmerH~a"

pr:::.ctica1

273

and corrupted the morals;

274

there was too

Roman tic interllldes by 1833 "{lere too sentimental for
276

'l'he Gothic writers clung to the shores of Greece,

dust

W:.iS

he.l1owed o

{'ltlcb

278

277

Asia. was a land of gorgeous grand.eur;

279

and Rome's
and

Italy!
Venicel outha echo of

So

h1wd.red

ta les ri ngs in the ear--gon:i olas, red
masks t dt'.ggers, cowls, tort'.lres, and

poison, float in an

u.ndisti~uished

mass before the eyes. 280

r.i1he re were cult1.l.ral reactions aeainst the Gothic t.9.1e in

Arnerica~8l

but protests were futile becr;;.use the American re'lding j(utUc

282
28~
'.YouH read Illlything
and. the iu';erican ani British pllblishers .., woald.
pllbl ish anyth:i ng the Alnericans would rewi.
1
'. . e SaAe
0fet
na·ive 1·1t ere.t ure. 284
f or th

Tiley had no wish for ma,rtyrdom

Edgar b.llan Poe be1 ieved that by

1842 A.r::erica. W/:l.S re!l,iy for a na ti ve 1i ter9.tnr e, 285 and. h.i.s editorship

272.

":Books in the Family (jircl-9,!l The .<I.r.:;.orican LHera.r~' I/c,w·3.zL'le, (1847),
p. 1.

212.
274 •
£75.

276.
277.
278.
279.

280.
281.
28 2.
28~.

284.
~5.

Ibid o

1'S'.id•

~:;ovels .:...n11omance<J,n l11e ~a.la.nce, (1803), p. 284.
I'A.La
';! 1
-'t Domln,',o,~l.e
. . ""1~"".-ilS.c>:9",
1
+
(1 0';'~I'
'7'7\
e 0f oJ.
p. ~'~O'"00

YOlL"'"g ?a:..inters,'i', Gr~s, Vol. Y..xx., (1847),.p. 11:3.
"The Idee.l," Grahruns, Vol. XL', (1841), p. 293.
"Fearful ani Romantic ,l.dveatu.re," 'rhe 3pirit.£!.!!!! Times, (1840)p.50o
"The Fiery Va.ult,tt The Casket, (1836), p. 240.
":rhe l>u.ritans," \}I'a~3, T[ol. XIX, (154l), p. 61.
"1ational Literahre, 'I 'ilJa :~sket, (1837), p. 415"1.
"On Arne dean Litera:L:ue7i':.che Lit erar,t' Gazette, (1821), lJ. llQ.
"l;·cs,iJectu.s,!I l.h.e Literary Gazette, Vol. I, (18~1},.p. 290 0
"A Fei, •• oris A1i'C):it 3rj.inam, If Vol • .xx, (1842), 11 • 119 v

"i!he

f£iN£!? ' ~'.' _.

Cl.;;;hered into fiction a new ty.:,;e of .ps.ychologi'!u.l tlorror tulei
1842 bis "Descent of the Nfa.elstrom,,286

R&dcliffe earned mo re ,tJraise"
It

Wb.S

WboS

but even in

too te.me and the pen of ~;i=rsc

287

hoped that the Amorican lniian and. the American 'horder

warfare would in;;;pire the Gothic writers, 288 bU.t American Gothic t::.lent
had.

oo.too long lin~ered with
interF:st around. the shores of
'classic Greece,' ~ld 'lovely
It~ly; t
to 0 long '!landered on the
ba.nks of the Arno, and gazed in
wOlld e:r on the 10ft,)' Alps1 289
lv:'rs.

~iadcl

There wen:

1£,1'e a.t1d '&ngL...'1.d had. done the ir work welll
nO

290

radical cl:/lnces road.e in the Gothic descriptions

I'ihen the Gothic t!J.les became 3:ro111:!d l'y d.emocratized on the Anerican scene.
The grea.ter
~!erkan

bod~

of Gottie

t~les

still were as wild as B.;ron':; works.

name ,!.Jlaces were t!il.bt'ed on t.he tales a.nd. eonu::unity renegades

stomped. thrOu'gholl. t c Hy dwellifl.gs. 291
W!ol.S

;i11e!l a

consciou.s

art'stic effort

mad.e to ide!'ji;ify the loca.le i t wa.s done "lith the su:;gestion of apoloQ"

The olil.y innova ti on rl5.d.e on .Byron' s

techni~;.l.e

wo..s the element of deca.y

harkenlng back to medieval ism.

')0 I'

0.0 ~.

287.

290.
291.

Littell's Livinq A~e" Vol. IX, (1846), ,;). 381.
"Lea.ves from the Dia.ry of ... Drea.mer," llLe Columbian Lady's and.
Gentleman's 1:ib.gazine, Vol. IV, (1846),T. 103"
o'l1he Sa.gamore of Saco," Grahams, Vol. XXIII, (1848), p. 47·
"A Ta.le of the Past," ~ Ladies :Magazine ~ Literary i;a.zettet
Vol. IV, (1837), f. 453.
"I~atione.l LiterEotllre,tI The Ca.sket, (1837j, p. 467.
"The Romance of Rascality, II ~ YOl.Ulg Amcric&.Jls l;aga.~ine,
P. 263"
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This deoadent type ot Amerioan Gothic tale is illustrated in
292
tlst. Herbert."
This tale tells ot a New England cottage, rank with
occ~pants.

weeds, yet romantic regardless of the lowliness of its
cottage had fretted away into RUINS 293
the root;

of grandeur:

The

evergreens clung on

an old blue damask sofa rested against one side ot the building

and a harpsichord, gray with

d~st,

stood on the porch.

Rose bushes lined

the periphery of the garden and only the clamor of quail disturbed the
mournful gloom.

When a Gothic writer chains his Gothic artillery the charm

is lost and other types of fiction become evident.
Camouflaged European scenery in American settings was not an
improvement on the Radcliffean

nat~re:

form~la.

Terror-striking elements of

thunder that wo~ld roar like a tho~sand unchained lions:

that wo~d whine as wild as a troop of malignant fiends: 295
essence of the atmosphere of the American Gothic tale.

294

wind

this was the

The placing of

detailed objects in American settings was somewhat of a fad in the periodicals.

The old Gothic phraseology was modernized with negati ve

Owls cried from castle battlements in the old tales,296
pigeons clamored from chimneys.

297

res~lts.

b~t American

Wolves stalked in fear in the old

tales,298 b~t American Otters slid by in fear. 299

Women slept in dark old

The Hive, Vol. I, (1803-1804), p. 50
Ibid:-294. "ii'Tiie lI'iagic Rook," The Amate~r, (1830), p. 56.
295. "The WJB.jor's Wedding," Grahams,(1841}, p. 129.
296. "Kilverstone Castle," The roadies Miscellany, (1811), p. 166.
297. "The Haunted Ho~se in Georgia," The Columbian Lady's and Gentleman's
Magazine, (1846), p. 220.
298. "The Exile," The Philadelphia Visitor, Vol II, (1936), p. 165.
299. "The Ha~nted cnen, tf ~ Parthenon, Vol. I, (18:33), p. 275.
292.
293.
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°300

castle wings in the old tales,'

but American women slept in modern gabled

attics in the new tales. 30l
The atmosphere of decay enshrouded both the American and the Cast
tales, but the American decay was modernized.

Old apple trees in the front

yard of gloomy houses in America 302 were no different in Gothic substance
from fantastic Yew trees in Gothic gardens of hazy castles in England. 303
The American Southland had Gothic elements for a native Gothic
literature, but they were relegated to atmospheric exercises and the difference between their tales am those of the old dominion was one of degree of
Gothic texture.

The mood of deadness created in a typical Southern Gothic

tale was like that of "George Maynor"304 where the trees were heavy with gray
hanging moss situated near a dismal swamp where slimy reptiles lived andwhe
••• the SQllbeams never penetrate;
the lizar1 and snake wind through the
mire, and the twanging melodies Of
frogs alone disturbed the silence. 305
This suggested little difference to the Gothic reader from the German tale
of "Falkenstein,"306 where the mists curled up from low groQllds until they
rose like a sea of fog, smoke and
••• the trees showed like islands
and islets in the pale light of the
risidg moon ••• it chilled all nature like
a shroud, and the flowers folded up their
petals as they shrunk from the deadly
influence.~07

"Kilverstone Castle," The Ladies Miscellany, Vol. XIII,(181l}, p.166.
"The Lady of the rlOCk,"'"""rrrahams"; 901. XXXVI, (1850), p. 175.
"George 1!,aynor, It Grahams, vol. XXVI, (1845), p. 6.
"The liiva.l Sisters," Granams, Vol. XVIII, (l84l), p. 15.
Ope cit. p. 7.
Ibid:-The Coreai r, (1839), p. 134.

-IbTd.
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The Gothic mood of loneliness and wildness in a Tennessee story
was typical of the tales where a Mid-western
was Gothic, and the setting was Amerioan:

at~osphere

was used--the mood

Along a sun-baked olay wagon

road, blackened stumps stood like oharred tombstones around a desolate
e1earing, in the center of whieh a decayed oabin projeoted in relief against
the fast falling mauve twilight.

Evidenee of death was seen for acres

around the cabin, and off to one side of the cabin path, a mossy bucket
dangled from a long pole in a well.

On a naked knoll, was a picture that

was dreary
••• 0 omfo rt1 as s, monot onous--a1most
heart-depressingt A scene of wildness
withollt beauty; of solitude without dignitJ ••• an abode in the wilderness utterly
destitute of forest shelter and security.308

But it was a Gothic picture that had the elements that showed detailed
difference from any Gothic pictu.re of the old dominion. 309

In these old

dominion pictures, neither time nor place was mentioned, so the reader had
to supply the details.

The ru.ins in these old tales were atmospherically

medievalized, with no modern details mentioned:
••• it ws,s a wild and lonely place,
the wild beasts visited it not; and
owls were afraid to make their nests
there! ••• there was nou.ght ••• bu.t a
e;rim pile of graj, mou1derinE;: ruins,
rusty and chu.nky, with wild cold winds

308.
309.

"The Enchanted Gun,!t Grahams, (184'3), p. 62.
"The l1u.in," The Literar3 Inqu.irer, Vol. I, (1833), p. 191.
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of the ocean howl ing around. it.

310

The ..lme rican scene was s con for::50t ten, if ever it 1'1<'>'5 consciously

remem"bered by the Got hie Nri ters for pu.Y'g ose9 of making Gothic 1iten ture
into .lrnerlcan literatllre.
The breakdown of the Frontier wa.s not :0 formidable as .it cOilld
have been for thG cres.tlon of a new type of GothIc tale.

Americanized

Gothi,:} writers fo110'<'78(1 the formal pattern of the Revolut ionary liar
n9.tu.re cults and the stereotyped Ra.dcliffean d.escriptl:ms.

The Gothic

("laments lost their original intensity s.nd sho\ved. l;",td.re still gloomy, b\lt
poieoned. with metaphors from the classic Got:;jc Scl-,ool.
.i\.r;;ericani zed "linter in the Got ~-. .ie t·:il "lZ

\'!~:l.::l

On the '.1ho1e, an

not an ,1. meri(~9..n vilnt er bll.t

excu.rs ion time in image ry:
uostern-browed winter ha.d bre",the,i
over the scene, arId the gna.rled. oo..1{ forea
stool out like S.1'1 &..rmy of skeletons ~g~inst
the storfl1~: sky .. '311

ll11e Indial'.s who rode in Nhirls of dU.st like bnost riders 1Vere

.'"
t l~le~o
........ 312
never lven

River Ncilotchitoches

The neZro

?"9.S

~1l.

~Ul>

314.

onCE'

J'ds color tllat Dude him

ri.ot

E:. meanderin~

rivers

in

the l:eriod in a
t-.

GOutlc o

31~

trfbutary of the Red River, bat

COi111"'.

Crean ljke

T.Yl!h()l~,

Encel()Gu.s,

Ibid.

~

r'ortlJ.l1GS

p. 325.
312.

,J,=.;ntioned

'iiUS

EllrOpe[;;J1

~10.

V:i;1ii1

of (;;. 30\ltl,ern Family," '}rahams, Vol. XI.XII, (134,8),

"The Ghost Riders," The Parlour 1v1agazine, Vol. III, (1335), ~. 75~
"Love in a. Eut, !t~heiliil"'del':':'iiL.4 Yi.jiter, Yolo I, (16 L1O l, .li. 20
"1:he ~r... ve of the :J.".011ist," ~ Eonthly Chronicle, (1839),1'.280.
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or Ef'hialtes in their irmnortr;.l agorly,315 bu.t the

, 316
Kentu.cKY,

as well

8.9

the Kentl1cky river

J<;u..ro~~et;..."1

c~uld

river of LOQis

h3.ve been the French

Seineo 317
The American Honeysllckles and. Ye11cr'il
.
J.cr.;':l'lCru!

na'ti ve

f '1 aweY's.

·11.
J:J.ie:;
were

'.7he~

still met in GotlLic J'a.rdens
5..;lrdens.

old

"

ve~tlges

t.~e

of llwJUoll ou.lt:/.re. 318

219

L overs

~t.'13rica.n

Cla.s::;ica.l moon.
ar~~litectiH'e

merica.n

I" ..

rains fell
'I'he

Viere not ca.lled

'I;he,l' CQlJ.ld well h.:::.ve met in

ws..s

oS.

ir~

~.meri~ru1

All the stor!'u3 ':lare tremendous, a.YIl.

torrents.
Gott,ic

\']rHer~

went to extrerne.s to ab.:lorb the

American scene, bU.t deJcri.otively enl)ellh:hec: t:J.les
of horror awa.y iro!") its fJilieu. of

s'l~,erstition

nOlTed

the machinery

where h .. les

••• -,':OI.'Jld. wi t.hex the rose ll..;>Ol1 YOl1r
cheek, un:1 drivEl the i'farm blood in
'-':;"'2
frozen icicles to ~ou.r hearto~~
l'.!:~ey ':Joved thern

It "oG.11

315.
316.
317 0

318.
319.

320.
321.
32:20

SElem

into 10c::.:.1 reCions '18yond the frontier

~vhere

the

OLlt-

ll)t;;ical th.;;;.t -.:.s 'Gte froni;ier exrc.ndad, new scientific and

"l!'iel ~ La Ll).erte." GrahlolIDs, Vol. XXXIII, (1848), :). 85.
ItA. .d.o~anticllcl.1e,"~lle Bower of TJ.ste, (18:50),p. 72.
"~he Havenge, II ;LIne ~{e t, ( 1831) .v. i2G ..
"'rhe Laberid 0 f ~k I sl:::.nd, It .!2.£ Gaska t, (1834), D. 4.
Ibid.

"ThTCr
TI'TIf.

1l

~en ::a.ster's l-l.ock,

H

',lIha Casket,

32

All Ameri can

C:c.;:.nd pile of

ee[.1f:;teries were behilid cree.JY ol·urcbe:::.
all

J"t4SSla,wiDClS

(1834),~. 105.

Sia
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commercbl elements were YOllred into the old Gothic formllla.

Again it

would seem logical that the American short stors writers would include
local scenery and crush the .'Ii tchcraft 'll a le.

the 111edieval Tale, tne

B.adcliffeWl 'rale, t!le Criental Tale, the Indian Tale, and the ROGUe Tale
into the general flask of the Sensibility Tale and exyeriment with a.
new form of literature.

'£he American Gothic Tale inclllded all the forms

and had U.e ingredients, Ollt the elements were residual.

'1'he Castle,

~'
323
th e .l¥losque,
and tl19 Tepee 3::::4 were "transplanted and artificial gardens

fenced them in.

The American B\.lffalo never stomped in the Vvest lands, bllt

slimy .American thi.C1gs crepteL:mg oozy river banks, 320

.
. 3:::6
t t!lngs
s lid a 1 ong t h e '111. -11 ow 1anas.

J:1heir .iUnerioan labels would make

them more accidental than incidental to the
Gothic li,;erature.

and splashing

(9

evel o~:,ment of a robust American
.

American d escri pti ons we re clll t j sh and slokly

327

when

Edgar Allan Poe infu.sed neY, s.l,-iri t into Gothic literatllre aIld_ broue;±lt the

· t a 1 e t 0 t h e apogee 0 f' eXOulC
+.
Go t hlC
ar t 0 3~8
,.

s~orles,

t wen t y- t wo d e al

Wi. th

Of his

sixt~-eight

shcrt

,
329 tb.a t re-ecno
"h
SIl..lJerna t Il.ra l 'tnemes
-\; e 1 egen-

dary type of ceriieva.lism of the Pre-Frontier Gothic writers of America.
If wildness of in.agery wi t110ut deta.il YJou.ld be the savage liype

323.
324.
325.
326.
327.
328.
329.

"'1:11e City of the Slll tan,tf The Casket, (1838), p. 32.
Ope cit.
"George 1,:asnor," GraJ...ams, Vol. XXVI, (1845), r. 6.
Ibid.
"Ellen Gray,1t The Columbian Lads's and GentlernaH's liaeazine, (1844),p • •
'I.s ome Phases of the Sllperna tu.ral in~eri\!e.{l 11 terat\';'re," PlvlLA,
Vol. XVIII (March, 1910), y. 119.
Ibid.

usa a

MUM

90
of natn.re description,

1)ro:sress,3~1 traIl
.<l..rnerican

enc~

~30

and if the minute descriptions of lw.ture is

it was well that A.>nerioaleft as its attempt:it..:l. native

literat1.re, a.

r~ark

of the bl';..ck m:.sk: and tl:e red rl;)se in trw E<.i.,st,

t2e sullen NeCro shu.ffling to his cabin. in the 3ou.th ..

330. h.ll1ert '(eiser, The Lldie.n in ;;.merican Liter::tt11.re, p. 205.
331. :(;OL'J]'al1 Foerster, Natu.re in-:3J.leri~an LHerature, p. 163.

CliAP.rE.ti I V

The present

3tl~dy

indicates tr"at when the vogue for Gothic

Liter,"l.ture was over in England in 1820, the American La.dv
. Books abJorbed
the E.'1glish stories ~cl made a strain of Gothic short stories that persisted betNeen the yellrs 1800 and 1850 and aftero
thrillers of the last phases of the

EJ~lish

The fact that the cheap

Gothic School of Fiction were

re-publisbed in such stories as "The Monk" in the Literary!£!!
1830, and "The Monk tt in

~

Fol~

ot

Philadelphia. Monthly Albwn of 1840, did not

prove that there was a deliberate effort in the

revive the disoar1ed English Gothic ,;3choo1 in

~tmeric~

i~ljerica.

Lady Books to
Tr.e eclectio

character of the Lady Books ;;;..ccount ~d for the great vUoriety of those cheap
Go thic tales of England;

there was every reas on to believe t!Jat the

ro.~e

for the Engl Ish B1Cle-Book lite!'9. ture was over simu.l taneoQs1y in ;;'merica,

3.1 thol.tc;h tal as ;vere often found in relH'ints of old "backmunbers fl a.nd some
oric;i'lal Bb.e-Book t.ype ts.les are

~rasent

tllroaghout the 1800-1850 peri od.

The extremely co rn:>lic8.ted study of the Lady Books, brought a11ou.t
by the re-?ublicetlon of anmd.l.ls 7tith changed names [;"n1 m:l.ke-up, has made

the ,"s:;;ignment of a Gothic stra.hl in the /l..r.:eric3...1'J. peri.:)d.ica13 more involved.
The f~d that .d.me rlcw-:e read a.ny-thi ng in the ~)er lOci 1800 to 1956 does not
indicate that Americans bOll.g!lt 1M.)' 300ks l)ril'Y';;.rily bec.:lu.~'e of their Gothic

content.

However, the fact that

the~;e

91

G·othic tales were a-.ortened for

un,

92
m~gazlne

comU ti ons, and serrtirnental ized for .i;nerican reacers, does

aCCOLlnt for tl:.e fc.ct that the~ were embodied in tho3e Lady Bookso

There

were .:.)robably two reaso.rJ.S for the 1933 {!,igh-water !;ark of the GoUie Tales
in the Lady ::3ooks o

Fir3t, the English Dr""v:ing Room .A.;;nua,ls sel1t Gothic

rna'teri.:).l to the A.rnerican mae;azlnes in aou...'1dance in 1832 when the English
iU1mlals were at a pe;;:.k in England;

and

se~ond.ly,

the year 1833 brou.ght a

wave of n'a tari::.l prosperity to America, 71h10h increased the purcLas ing
powell" of American publi<;.d-lers '.'mo '.'Vera no';v able to import Gothic material
from th 0ge EnSl ish anmla.ls"
.jhen the Lwiy Books broke the EnGlish magazine monopoly in
.America, the Bn.t;lish relc1.sed to export pop\11ar fl'II::.c;az in'3 fiction to the
Lady Books.

However, the 'presence of

Goi..,U~';:c;..le",

in the L<o1.1.)' 300ks

;;!\1.L::;osted. that Buc-l:uJ.d VIas not extremely concerned wi'th establishIng the

boycott.

There mu.st have been conz iierarJle illet,;i timate

bu~L}e:3s

ted beti':e'3 n the la.dy Book pur)l i!:lhers in America and. £i'lc;Ic.nd.

trat1sac-

If the

"pa.triotic" 4dy Book pDtl ishers ".'ere u.nable to obtain rna tedal

directl~

from England, the.>; were ablE' to or)t:.d n it frow the Brit ish Lady Book
p;lblishers in

i,.meric~.

LadJ' Books wer'3 a va.st DU.s iness in &\)9ril')2. from 1826 onward,
and. the definite efforts of l.:1.dy Book pu.l)l ishers to ms.ke

Iiill

Literatu.re from the legendary framework of the Gothic 'ra1es
sher's method of advertising.
~he

wus a publi-

The du.plic::;.tion of many Gothic T'alas in

Lady 13ooks;'1as a hoax to kee.;:;

pur~)oseJ

american

A.; ri.3ricans co;-,sci.Ou.s

of a high liters.ry

a.nd the inclus ion of the Go th ie Tales in the La.dy Books

accident du.rinc the Lady Book deba!.lch of 1826 to 1870 0

w~s

an

93
A.rneri ~a.':> great cont ri butl on to the 1 iterature of the worlli was
the sh'Jrt story, but if it ',vere not for American
have been an American short story.

of the prnver of the ma[azl'1e.

Hardly an

m~:sazines

A~nerican

there wou.ld not

wri ter was oblivious

america. md the writ 9rs ',men the magazines
f

gave them a chance to marks t their 'florks, bu. t the fact that Irving,
H""wthorne,

'itl':'!

Poe, in one form or l;.'l.other, chose the Gothic short story

fo!.'!!! for the rn:lc;azines, zilor7;3 the tremendous influ.ence Gottdc fiction had

on the .,'"rne ri Cat'l ni nd.
stories;

~'et eve.~

Tries"! men wrcJt, e for :m &.0.11 ence wf).o 'vould buy their

then it i3 iMpossible to :3:1Y that the,::' c01ibere.tely chose

the Gothic ;;;J.w!'t stor.J

foriil bo?C:lll~e

tlV:~Y

felt the.y;v€1''? contrilJu.ting to a

native llteratureo

inith.l

~·.::.terl&.l

::HJ~ce2se3,

that

l~E"

\;ec9..'YIe invDlved. in t,he SansibilHy :i.'tl.le more t.h:1r. in

garnered from rezloJ1s 'Nhere the infller.ce of ?. Jlgl;;'>1d did

tr.s.di.tions.l liter:;.tQ:::'e of Eu..cope, :l11!I 7.0

so1iiif~

';hO':>2 tr::.:.1.i-f;l.or.(;, ,'!ith

reStJonse to magaz ina deman<is, eL.11.d lib or 1..':'1 ;1:;..1 ity i!l the short story form
w:;;,s a worthy COf;t-ri'bu.tion to an Aw:rican literary art.

However, when one

cons i:iers the des ire of Americ&.Y', to develop an Ar:1E~I'ioan literature from

its

O',\'r.

t radi ti anal elelnents--the llli.tl.Clultf:r::it;:;::. Ind,iar. and

:Tecro

1i'tcra-

£4

SiU4*,lt. _
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Nevertheless, tne fact tn/:..t man,), :::'adjl Book publishers were traitors to
their own cOllntry, makes tLe assumption dubious whether the publishers
earnestly devoted energy to break the ovDcaga of England.
sider~tion

Then a rsccn-

of the genius of Poe brings his art into a new sphere of art

that is Ameri can art; maKes the English colored Gothic tales become subordinated to a profitable .fl:l.blishing device, and makes Poe's Gothic strairJ.
one of the most beautiful strains in Ar.'1ericWl and world literature.
American Literatllre cannot be id'"erpreted without considering
t.he influence of the American Jv:agazine.

l;ot all the great names of American

litern.t:l.re had their works "Alblished in Lad,y books, oLlt the extent of the
importance of the n:a5'&zill€ Y,as revE:::.ded 'bjl a raf-id €;labce through the !rag6\.ziues comf,ilad. for t.ilis stlld'y.

(.J.1ne contribu."lJio!ls

Longfellow, 10; 'Ntittier, 10; Lo'iell, 9;
~la.NtLorne,

3; and. Errersor. and

'~lhoreacl.,

::B~·ya.l'J.t,

1 e:.:\.cll.

beel' expawled if the fE;ntcl.le ',Thera did not

v'{(~r€

as

follows~

Poe, 17;

9; Irving, 7; Goofer, 7;
The 1 ist lJrooaoly wou.ld lJave

vi..ct!J.~lly

have a monopoly On

tLe Hri tiLe 6'awe iI!. trle Laiy i)ooks, bllt Arnericc.n llte.i.'atiAre we.s enriclled by
t;;6

o~,portunit.Y

Let was ruled by

~r.e::e

the~e

magazines cave to ..irne,;.."ican tl;;.leat.

Tile

liter~ry

lad,Y wri te.c::; l'rolr, 1826 to 1850.£hese dates mark one

ot' the most cru.cial periods vf the developmE.ut of Anlerican Liter3.tu.re.
ret~,Hd

mar-

With

to the vogu.e for Gothic tales which coincided. with the great rush in

.fJr int., the American wri tel's who tried thei r ha.nds at the Gothic n:ood milst
be vI's.i sed or blamed in tile 1 i5L t of the Lauy monopolists.

2hese lady

writers are responsible for makifle!,' Longfellow the poet of the sentimental
past;

Cooper a sanniferou.s idealist;

::Bryant.sa. moralistic WordsViorthian;

Whittier an .ll.iltu.mnru. megalcmu.niac; and Hawthorne a romantic reclllse •

....
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ua~a11y

Horror was

the chief factor in the Gothic t&lea,but the
'pre:~ent.

element of send oil ity

w:;:.:;;

a.:;e of Sensibility,

age of excessive Centility.

In those Lady Books

sentimGnta1it~:

.:.,arbed with hypocrisy

J.n

were sown the seeds of

ever

.::.l..nd

J:he &.;e of the Lady Beoks was an

<5entilit~

'.'I'h1ch have infected the liter9.ture of J\r:';erica from 1800 to the pre2ent

';ii tIl the gangrenol1s roots of chea.11 1 it gr:1.tu.re fiml,y em1)edded, in

d~~'e

t~.1e

,lmerican soil, the harvest distorted the sQcceecing years in the developmel'

t of .b.me l'i c an Art.
There was another

~ent

of ilinerican

the A,.,:'erican
function.

Mir~d

The

influem:~e

Liter~t\).re.

The yrer;o:)derance of

"ith the thought thct wri·ting w:il.e

~nericWl

on ke deve10}.:-

the Lad,y13ooks bad
f~Ll!.lJe

71riters impressed

~rim:3.ril'y

a

l~y's

mall V[!;).S not coneic1er9c' pro;erlJ s"dt..erl for a

writi ne; eareer ';,ben there ,vera fishint; boats in the nbarves, virgin f1el'1s
to 'oe pihowed, Dond giant forest3 to be felled.

ir1r,eritanceto

~oke

pion.eers who tuil t a

oxen in the rain, for
h.ard~i

It

~merica

VI~S :;;,

/T,::.nf,s Fnritan

\'las for:;-ed 'by sturdy

n:J.t.i on.

Still another influence Llioody Boohs had on J.;.neric".n ficti on

the f!.:tct that the.)! .;)rovi:'led

::Ul

7;:;'$

insipid mode for t.he cxo:;;...;.:::;ere,tion of the

virtQ8S of women which bec9me infQsed into the

;rojection of this ci3torte;'t v:ie',',' of

humanit~'

GQt~ic

t~le.

The moral

betr:..yed t,he 1iterery art

:md l?enetr'-tted into the Gotl;ic fibre of t,he short storj l3s.

This Lady Book

literstu.re wa$ murked for lJropas\;'..nd,istic consum:~,tlonJ and. the liter:lrJ art
'.vas often neclected for th,e ca:lse of women.

There

j J

no Q,Olll:it, th~t many

male I'll'"!1 ishers of Lady Books were "",frs.ld of ;·ar~' ./011 stonecraft' s

....
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of '7lO1flen B 1mpl~1 toz.e:et ever~ ben-na1d in the count!',)' inter'~ted iu sympa-

into the sensational 8-ottic

thetic trash cran',med

ShO:,:·t

:;tories.

';!hat r:li.:::;ht ~lC.ve been the nonllal d9velor:!r:el~t of;~;edc~L Literatur G "vi tLou t the IJ~d'y 30cks 1s understandabl e frorr; ~ cons iderati on of tl~e

Dart Erle;l::l.Cn ,;;;la.lec. du.rine!: the liter"'-r,)' suicide in L·.r:eric:;u: Litel'attlre from

1825 to 1850.
':nth a host of British pll.b1ishe r s underminil1S; any attemrt of
~erican 1,),1'b1isher8

subsidized

~erican

works, and the
right law.

to make <lon American literature, tte E!1c.1iJI:; King
authors;

the English revie\'lers frowTl.eel on American

English publ ishers discountenanced. an international copy-

.i. few Amari can publisbers who crusaded a,zainst the imported

English Gothic mater.ltl.l were endangered wi th bankrLtptc,y.

Every work of

importance was first sancti oned 1>:1 the Engl ish Press,

~bell rec:ognil!oed

by the ,A.merics.n publishers.

'rne

'.;.;.1:1

:English had u. literarj 8n:l"ir f..! 'built in

.1meric.a, aJ'd they were not idle when their trade '!fas l)eirit; it1terT,qted oS
the advent of the Lad,}' Eooks.

It would not

oe

Qnch:;.ritub13 to

ai.>J1JCG

that

the Encl is h delibera.tely glutted the cheap Gothic hles Ql'on tLe 4nerican
;lc..ri ket to COnfu.fe the il.!nerican 2!,'tolisher's a.ttempts to ';)on::zolidt;.te -:11e le-

t,;e(]rhr.r

an:~

the :}othic fonts of lit erature.

the ::z\vanlr-s, in every sectio!) of tL;: l~"ld ',':here the cr~, for n:;,.ttonalized

literat,He W8.S 11e<::.r('."
.bcrL:an d.et8.i1J

--

SO r",r

'i:,he shcar~; Gothic writers s\1~).:J1ied the localized
as the,::

0(\11.1d

,;Jt'lin ~te Gothb

stirtlC

td.re, 1)IJ.t

,
i
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Sch001 of horror.

Irl~tead

o.f ::':ro.:.,)i "'::' the 1.orror

cz..rl scenery wer3 ::01; sll.')d.l1ed into :;;.
t:;.le scenery, the

broken.

:~here W:;J.S

rc~nl

no

t

wOI~ld

r'3[)eJ

'.'::1S

Olth(~l'

they were

irnit'-ttion of the English Gotliic

have been Hz:;..rr,,,,, but still American.

lIous

effol'~

cardzeti r.t etion, its _ :;.'::;.cti~abil i ty.

the . tunerica."1
.
labe}, Ollt

3iG\1~i

,"l';n~ert

t{lO:l':) fe7!

W:lS

tale:;;

to m,;,k.e the 'Jothio t!l.les Ame:dseen In its

!1l~,le t.Y16

saLt

.he;, t:~l Hy,

j

ts

effort accidental ra.ther

brut!l.l ized, sentimenta,l.ized, or o;T?r-rOtna.'1ticizel.

rhe

:~e.:;ro
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auttOl'3 of SOme oth()r b.nd OQt .A..'Tleric~J 'but, the .vhole

tal,as was '3.':1£1isl':.
line

.ihen tlle Front:'3r

the toma..'lawk was lnried, i)Qt

h::l.rnlet wb ieh

_1arb;:;r"~d.

So

psycholozical

t'Nist9d into the 8·oLie1:d.le.:£1he

VlSf!

ne"lJ

to the

l)l1.shed. 8c.ck lJe,;:ond t!te.iiscoi1sin

2';)ll..rCe

J':1b7'tt~3
f.ier~er

ovey"~...:.st

of !.corro::.'

'.';1;;$

fOI1.nd

in every

'.iho were !T'C./lA 3,)1'ouic u.nd.
I2.SP'3ets of

nai;li'8

L'lul:; terrified.

The .I\.1::er102. of 1800 to 18:50 \'[as an Arneriea of :,1")0 t-mad

,

.!imam

$$
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